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Paradise Victim
Smith Leads MarchersIn Tipton Club
Will Undergo Surgery

CORE Leads Boycott
40f Split School Term

110

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE

Rev. James Smith, a field Rev. Smith, who has been
secretary for the Congress of working in the county for the
Racial Equality working in past six months and returning
Tipton County, said a boycott to
Memphis on Sundays to
against split session of the pastor Lake Grove Baptist
Negro schools in the area was chnrch, said that demonstra"95 per cent effective" on tions will continue until the
county meets four demands:
Monday.
The boycott came two days 1. The schools are integratafter CORE staged one of ed on all levels. The county,
largest
demonstrations he said, has initiated what it
the
ever seen in Tennessee, and calls a "free choice" plan unin which some 1,000 persons der which only 14 Negroes
would have entered previousparticipated.
Leading out in the demand ly all-white schools in the
for integration and consolida- fall.
tion of the schools in Tipton 2. End the split sessions for
County along with Rev. Smith all schools.
3. Give teachers contracts
Are four white students from
Women university at Ithaca, as is required by the laws of
the State of Tennessee. Negro
N.Y.
teachers do not receive conRev. Smith said that School tracts at present.
Supt. Shannon Faulkner met 4. Consolidate all of
the ruwith the CORE officials and ral schools.
told them that he had taken Rev. Smith said that at the
a poll and found that 70 per Frazier High school for NeMARCHING IN TIPTON — Approximately 1,008 persons
cent of the Negroes in the groes, only 70 out
of a possiparticipated in the march in Covington, Tenn. last Saturcounty favored the split ses- ble more than
600 students ensioa.
day, which began at Main and Spring streets, continued to
tered for classes on Monday.
"We took a poll," Rev. The
attendance
eight Highway 51, and then to the Board of Education building,
at
and seen leading the marchers are Rev. James Smith and
Smith said, ''and found out grade schools ranged from
that 95 per cent of the people none at Gainesville, where
here did not want it."
some 150 would normally have
Negro children presently at- enrolled to 75 at the Ellis Eletend school from August until mentary school.
Rev. Smith said that a
time for the cotton to be harvested, and then return to caravan will leave for. Nashschool for about six more ville on Friday, and that
months. White school children demonstrations will be staged Ft,
,
in Tipton County attend school at several locations, mcludon a regular nine month ba- ing the 'Tennessee Department of Education.
sis.
4

Stuart Mitchell of the Congress of Racial Equality.
The
demonstration was aimed primarily at ending a split
school
session for Negro children, while whites continue
their
schooling on a nine-month basis.

A 34-year-old Itilivr carrier, "while
trying to get under P
hit in the arm by a wild bul- table
where some six or sever
let during a shooting spree at other
men were already tryClub Paradise on Sunday, July ing to
take cover."
18, was slated to undergo surThe postman said that
gery at E. It Crump Memorial soon as
some of the patrons
hospital today, Wednesday, for got off
the floor dusted them
the removal of the bullet and selves
off, and found they were
to have "the radial nerve re- safe,
they got their belongings
paired."
and rushed away.
Joseph Turner, 34, of 1538
NERVE SEVERED
Whitmore st., was injured at
Mr. Turner said that doethe mammoth nightclub during tors
at first thought that the
a shooting in which another nerve
in his arm had been onman was shot in the chest.
ly bruised, hut that they hail'
Mr. Turner said that the ori- since
discovered that it ivies
ginal story about the incident severed.
During the operation
left some people with the im- this
week, they will rem% c
pression that he was involved the
bullet and try to repair
in a rest room dice game
that the radial nerve by tying II
was reportedly the cause
of back together.
the shooting.
Mr. Turner, who works oil
"I was not involved in the in- of
McKellar Station post of
cident," Mr. Turner said, "and
fice, said that he cannot 1111
was just an innocent patron hit
his right arm or work the
by chance."
fingers of his right hand,
TURNED OVER TABLE
"It looks like I will he off
"But after the boy shot the
from work about 2 months,"
first man, he seemed to panic
he said.
and started firing wildly
into
The other victim in the
the crowd.
nightclub shooting was Lonnie
"At first we thought someArmour, 19. of 87 W.
one had set off a firecracker,
ave., who was shot in the
but then we saw the gun
and chest and who is now confinPeople went wild with excite- ed to
John Gaston hospital.
ment.
but has been taken off the
"They turned over tables, "danger"
list.
flattened themselves on the
Following the shooting af
floor, and caused so much Club
Paradise, police arrested
noise that we thought quite a Andrew
Lee Ill and he plead
few more had been struck by ed
not guilty on two counts eel
the bullets.
assault to murder and carry.
"I was hit,' he explained, ing
a pistol.

New Ala. Vote Test
Scored As 'Trick'

Prince Hall Masons
To Hold 95th Confab
The Most Worshipful Prince Commandary, Knights of TemHall Grand Lodge of Free and plar, at the Masonic Temple at
2 P.M. The annual sermons and
Accepted Masons of the Jurisservices, a public meeting, will
diction of Tennessee under the be held at the New Zion Bapdynamic leadership of Grand tist Church. The Lodge of SorMaster Charles F. Williams, row for the deceased craftmen
O.E.S. Sisters will be conwill hold its ninety-fifth Annual and
ducted at New Zion Baptist
Communication in the city of Church at 8 P.M.
Chattanooga, on -Monday, Aug- Around 1,000 Masons and Easust 2, at 9:30 A.M. Th^ Commu- ter Stars are expected to atnication will last through Aug- tend. The delegates will be
ust 4, and will meet at the New housed in the Holiday inn, RoZion Baptist Church and the setta Motel, Albert Pick Motel,
Reed House, Quinn Hotel, Hotel
Masonic Temple.
MARCIIERS RING SCHOOL BOARD — Demonstrators
out to talk with delegation on Saturday,
but he has had consurrounded the Tipton County Department of Education
Other Masonic bodies meet- Paton, Martin Hotel, Parkview
ference with them which resulted in no
change in the school
include
the Excelsior Hotel, Park Lane Hotel, and in
ing will
building last Saturday while special deputies saw to it that
session.
Grand Chapter Order of the homes.
all remained peaceful. Supt. Shannon Fadikner did not come
Eastern Star, the Austin W. Willibms Grand Commandary,
Mights of Templar, the Council
of Deliberation of 32 and 33
degree Masons, the M & E
Grand Chapter, Holy Royal
Arch Masons; and the Eureka
Grand Court, Heroines of JeriNEW ORLEANS, La. — A
A fragment of mclal punc- (CORE) contend Chief of Police
co.
"pipe-type" bomb went off in lured toe radiator of a near- Claxton Knight and Public SafeAmong the speakers will be front of the Congress of Racial by car.
ty Co.nmissioner Arnold Spiers
Grand Master Charles F. Wil- Equality (CORE) office last Michael Lesser, a white CORE ignored a July
10 order by
liams, of Memphis, Grand Mas- night, knocking a hubcap off a worker, was in the office at Judge Christenberry directing Employees of the Memphis he by•passed from the
standter John G. Lewis of Louisiana, parked car and smashing a door the time.
them to protect demonstrators. Housing Authority are speculat- point of seniority and experiJudge B. F. Hooks of Memphis, pane. No one wAs injured.
ence.
ing
Haley said the bomb apparabout
who will replace Mrs.
The FBI film showed Ray
and Dr. 'Thomas E. Poag of Police classified it as a "small ently was tossed from a pass- Risner. a barber, dousing a Cornelia M,
'The seven would include Mr.
Crenshaw as manNashville, Educational Director explosion."
Weathers, Albert Hawkins, Mrs.
ing car.
white eivil rights picket at Pine ager of the Dixie
Homes
Hous- Harriet Davis and
of the Geand Lodge.
CORE spokesman Richard
The CORE office here is re- Tree Plaza Shopping Center in
Jack Roberts,
Sunday meetings will include Haley said the office itself was gional headquarters.
ing Project.
assistant managers; Mrs. AdeBogan.sa July 16.
At
the present time, Mrs. Jes- laide Randle, Mrs. Alice
the Council of Deliberation not damaged but a glass pane
Haley said he was almost
Risner was later suspended
Kilpameeting at the Masonic Temple in an outside door next to the certain the bomb was thrown from his other job as s fireman sie Perino, who was the Dixie trick, cashiers, and Mrs. EveHomes cashier before Mrs. lyn Laster, cashier
at 9 A.M.: the Austin Grand CORE office was broken.
in protest action being taken for 10 days.
-income reagairst two Bogalusa police offiThe Federal Goverrment, Crenshaw resigned from MHA view clerk.
cials
who
are
presently which also wants state police after 27 years of working with Mrs. Crenshaw resigned from
charged with civil contempt superintendent Thomas Bur- them on July 2, is serving as the job after she wrote a ltAter
for failure to protect civil rights bi.nk made a party to the suit, acting manager.
to Walter Simmons, director of
demonstrators in the federal had 28 more witnesses t , call. One official of MHA was said MHA, asking that she and some
to
have
told
a
group
of
29
maincourts here.
other workers in the Dixie
The defense had 10 witnesses.
The case, now in progress,
Judge Christenberry turned tenance men that "we could go Home ofice be given a raise in
reached a high point yesterday down a defense request to have across town and get Weathers salary.
when a Federal judge ordered civil contempt charges dis-(W. C. Weathers, assistant man- Mr. Simmons replied that a
Justice Department to file missed. After Spiers and Knight ager of the Foote-Cleaborn meeting would be held some0CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI) gregation
the contempt proceedings,
pleaded innocent, Christenberry Homes), but we have decided time in July regarding salaries,
— Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Here the purpose of King's The judge, after viewing pho- said they would have a jury to use the girl next in line at and that if they were
not satisarrived here, in a move direct- visit is somewhat different than tos I ken by FBI agents in Bo- trial on tl.e criminal contempt Dixie Homes."
fied with what they were getting
ed at getting Negroes to regis- In other northern cities he plans galusa at the time said "They charges later.
Although no name was men- they could get jobs elsewhere.
ter to vote in this fall's elec- to visit.
stood by and did nothing. ApThe hearing was also ex- tioned, it was understood that Mrs. Crenshaw also blamed
tions.
In Cleveland, which has had parently some people must be peeled to consider requests that he reference was to Mrs. Pe her
efforts to place two elderKing came here from Chicago its share of racial strife in the showe."
five more Bogalusa policemen rino, the cashier at the office. ly Negro women in the all-white
where he has for the past few past, the civil rights scene has
The policemen were not idea-- be cited for contempt along with SEVEN HAVE SENIORITY Lauderdale Courts
project as
days been participating in de- been a quiet one for most of the tilled.
Sheriff Dorman Crowe and a If Mrs. Perino is given the another reason pressure was
monstrations and m aking past year, except for small ocThe Justice Department and request that Deputy Sheriff post at Dixie Homes, it would being
placed
on her to leave
speehes against de facto Se- casional demonstrations.
the Congress of Racial Equality Vertrees Adams be fired,
mean that seven persons would MHA.

MONTGOMERY, Ala.—(NPI) to vote, if he
is a resident of
— A voter registration literacy the county, and is able to
rein:
and
test so simple that sixth gradwrite, then he ought to bc
registered.
ers passed it, was seen by
a "his Is just
another trick ic
Negro leader as "just another
keep Negro registration at
trick" to keep Negroes f rom minimum."
voting.
Before the new test was adopt
The new test replaces o n e ed, it was given to 2,400 sixth
which the federal court h a d grade students on a
test basis.
ordered discontinued on t h e Ninety-five per cent of
then'
grounds that the questions were passed it.
too difficult a n d permitted
Commenting further on thr
registrars to arbitrarily decide tests, Lewis pointed out t h a
on registering voters.
they had been the most eller
Rufus A. Lewis. district chair- tive device for keeping Negrr
man, voter registration commit- registration at a minimum O
tee, Alabama Democratic con- many AAhama counties.
ference, said the new test also II cited, as an example, It:
would be attacked in the fed- Negroes who applied for regiseral courts.
tration in recent weeks ii
'What's the need of asking Crenshaw, 118 of these had beei
these questions?' Lewis asked. turned down, primarily on the
"If an applicant is old enough basis of the literacy test.

Bomb CORE Headquarters Who Will Get Job As
D

Cleveland Lethargy
*Set For SCLC Cure

SIGNS NEGRO HISTORY BILL — "A great contribution
to California and the Nation" was Governor Pat Brown of
California's comment as he signed the country's first Negro History bill into law. Authored by Assemblyman Meevyn Dymally of Los Angeles, standing at right, the bill requires that all California public schools now include in their
history courses the contributions of outstanding Negroes in
the development of the United States.

A Great Time To Go Cadillac!

Southern Motors, Inc. ... 341 Union 526-8207
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Capt., Mrs. Sims
Return From Viet

Police Use Tear Gas On Greensboro Marchers

ok

The It
Lodge N(

• six-MOI

burned Days' 2-year-old daugh- Police said they used the tear Days, leader of the demonstra- "We have a protest to make
GREENSBORO, Ala. — (UPI) house.
to the courthouse and we'll wait
— Police used tear gas to break Civil rights spokesmen said ter and a number of other per- gas on the Negroes after the tors.
group diverted from a parade The group had begun a march this out until they let us go,"
up a mass demonstration by while police lobbed tear gas at sons.
hundreds of Negroes protesting the demonstrators, a group of There was no official confir- route designated in a permit to the ruins of two Negro Days said. The marchers were
the recent burning of two Ne- white men in the rear of the mation of the alleged attack by issued by the city. Civil rights churches burned by suspected protesting the burning of St. By DEBORAH A. THOMAS improve the welfare of the pc2
mass group used an unidentified the white men or the burnings. leaders said the permit did not arsons last week after a vio- Mark's and the Elwood A.M.E.
gro churches.
Captain and Mrs Harold Sims Pie.
lence-marred demonstration at Church.
Most of the Negroes fled the type of gas on the demonstra- In Atlanta, an official of the designate any route.
The war in Vietnam is git
At Americus, Ga., about 150 recently returned to the States Ong hotter. Captain Sims states.
scene but soon drifted back in tors. One cannister of the gas Southern Christian Leadership About 400 Negroes refused to the Hale County Courthouse.
groups to establish a "Selma landed on the porch of the Rev. Conference announced the vigil follow a parade permit route in The city refused to allow the whites and Negroes marched after spending 18 months in Sai- "It is important for us to revigil" that their leader said Arthur Days, the leader of the would be continued and added; Greensboro, Ala., and set up demonstrators march through on the courthouse protesting the gon, South Vietnam. They are member that the Vietnamese
the downtown area and when jailing of four Negro women who in Memphis visiting with Mrs. are people who have given
would continue until they were group and pastor of one of the "We will stay there until we a vigil near the courthouse.
aleither are allowed to go to the "We'll stand here today, to- they attempted to head toward allegedly blocked voter lines by Sims parents, Mr. and Mrs.
permitted to demonstrate in two burned churches.
most 100 thousand lives in 'dofront of the Hale County Court- The spokesmen said the gas courthouse or until they gas us night and tomorrow I don't know the business districts barricades standing in segregated white John Taylor, 631 Jeannette PI.
how long," said the Rev. A. T. were placed in the street.
The young captain, who vol- fense of their right to
to death."
line.
3rd Big Week!
unteered for duty in Vietnam, they desire."
reported that the American aid He further stated, "It is imADULTS ONLY!
in Vietnam is primarily to help portant that we think of them
the Vietnamese to reconstruct as people who through the conL the country for democracy, to tinuous sacrifice of this greatest
assist in the economic develop- gift which is life itself, have
WANTON
BOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) — passed. But officials said they CORE's motion also asks that that re:ulted in the injunction ment of the country and to help demonstrated beyond the shaWOMEN
dow of a possible or conceivaNegroes picketed downtown de- were not in a position to deny sheriff Dorman Crowe be direct- filed by Bogalusa civic a n d
ble doubt that they want to be
partment stores ard wound up or confirm the reports
ed to fire Adams an 1 it asks that voters league vice president
free and agree with the objeethe week with one final marcn U.S. Dist. Judge Herbert W. state police Supt. Thomas Bur- Robert Hicks and others.
fives of the U. S. and their own
before a Sunday respitc in a Christenberry is faced with a bank and his entire force be Later hearings will be held on
country."
marathon civil rights drive to number of Bogalusa civil rights made a party to the July 10 in- a Justice Department suit for
allow .time for church and rest. proceedings and other cases junction.
Captain Sims, who has wan
an injunction against Ku Klux
The Bogalusa racial battle still await hearing dates with Judge Christenberry will con- Klan harassment and intimidafor himself the Bronze Star,
goes to federal court in New Or- other judges.
sider a Justice Department mo- tion of civil rights workers,
Commendation Medal, Purr
SUSIE..04.t co,* 141CH-,•,1 yvtil ClAIRE.profNuomel DIA. barA se boot
JATI
leans Monday. Both the justice Bogalusa commissioner of tion to intervene in the case businessmen and city cfficials.
Heart and the Armed For
of
Department and the Congress of public safety Arnold Spiers and
Expeditionary Medal, strongly
Racial Equality (CORE) were police Chief Claxton Knight are
believes that, "The defense of
seeking criminal and civil con- accused by the Justice Departthe Republic of Vietnam is as
tempt citations against Bogalusa ment with violating a july 10
important to our national inpolice and police officials.
u'eral court order directing
terest as the defense of Hawaii
Fifteen Negroes paraded hem to protect civil rights
or Alaska."
along Columbia Road, the main demonstrators.
He concludes, that "the Amerstreet, in front of department The order was issued in New July 25-31 has been declared disadvantaged rural and urban
ican who die to preserve this
stores, protesting alleged hir- Orleans by Christenberry, who as Economic Opportunity Week families who for the most part
ideal are giving no less for freeing discrimination.
will h?ar Monday's ar:4iments. by County Court Chair.nan C. are unemployable and can qualdom than their predecessors
There were no incidents. The Also before the judge will be W. Baker. This in conjunction ify for training, retraining, and
gave at Bataan, Corregidor, and
streets were virtually bare of a CORE request for civil con- with the Demonstration Man- other opportunity
Pearl Harbor."
programs
AIRMAN THIRD CLASS —
onlookers.
tempt charges against five po- power, Automation and Train- that are now available.
Sims, a profound believer TB
It was reported two Negroes lice officies and Washington ing, Department of Labor, Persons whose gross income Melvin G. Terrell, son of Mr. the liberation of the ViiithtW.
Terrell
of
and
Mrs.
John
who took &it service examina- Parish (county) deputy sheriff Washington, D. C.
mese, is graduate of Booker T.
is 3,000 or less will be given prePlus second hit **COMMON LAW WIFE"
3186 Alta Road, has completed Washington High School, Southtions for the police force had Vert:ees Adams.
The project is designed for ference.
U.S.
Air
Force
basic
military
ern University (cum laude), and
This Project will catalogue
and council persons for farm training at Lackland AFB, has done graduate studies at
Texas.
He
has
been
selected
the University of Poona, PoOlit,
employment, Head Start, Day
0".Papua .A..•
Care Centers, Neighborhood for technical training as sup- Indiana, and Johns Hopkins UnYouth Corp, Job Corp, MDTA, ply specialists at the Air Train- iversity.
OMAT, Adult Education, and ing Command school at Amarillo AFB, Texas. He is a 1964
litercy training.
Family members will also be graduate of Mitchell High
screened to fined those who are School.
eligible for loan service, health
service, service to the handicapped, etc.
In order to take advantage of
this opportunity for advancement and progress, persons who
qualify can make application for
farm jobs and or training and
The Community Floral Club
retraining during ECONOMIC
met at the home of Mrs. Malisa
OPPORTUNITY WEEK at the
Finley, 1299 Decatur Street, refollowing schools between 9
cently.
a. m. and 3 p. m.: Manassas,
Detotion was led by Mrs. B.
Douglas, Lester, Metros e, Claxton and Mrs. Pinkie Walker,
Mrs. Ethel William presided
Humes, Messick, and Hollys
.
over the meeting.
SEAT JOINS AIR FORCE —
wood.
/. very interesting report was Airman Third Class ChristoAlso, South Side, Patterson, given by Matthew Davis, III
pher H. Seay, son of Mr. and
Hamilton, Bertrand, Washing- and Larry Williams, who atMrs. Christopher II. Seay, Sr.,
ton, Carver, Barrets Chapel, E. tended Boys' State at Tenrecently joined the U.S. Air
nessee
A
& I University. Both
A. Harold, Woodstock, Mt. Pisare students at Manassas High Force and has completed basic
gah, and Capleville.
School. Films of the event were military training at Lackland
AFB, Texas. He has been seHarry T. Cash, principal of also shown.
Hamilton High School and Mrs. The next meeting will be at lected for technical training as
Imogene Hill, assistant counse- the home of Mrs. Lucille Price, an administrative specialist A,
1388 Kney Street, August 3. the Air Training Commli
lor of Woodstock High School
Mrs. Minnie Exam is president school at Amarillo AFB, Texas.
are Field Workers in the Pro- of the cub and Mrs. Rosa Mil- Airman Seay is a graduate of
ject.
Iler, secretary.
Douglass High School.
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'Frederick Douglass, Mar
Peter Salem, Phyllis
Wheatley, Dr.Ralph Bunche, Jesse Owens ,)( TAVA6infrisql
Jackie Robinson,
W C. Handy
and 40 others: the story of the Negro in America. This
recording classic, exclusive to you from Pepsi. $3.98 value
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You Pick It ... We Cut It ... FREE!
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COOK-OUT SPECIAL

2395

25 LBS. NET WEIGHT
5-Lbs. T-Bones
5-Lbs. Rib Eyes
5.1.bs. K. C. Strips
5-Lbs. Beef Patties
5-Lbs. Cube Steaks

$

1

•

"Just Say Charge It"

HONEY CURED SLICED BACON
FRESH GROUND HAMBURGER
ROUND STEAK
RUDY'S SUGAR CURED HAMS

6 Lb. Limit

3

L6
b
La.

1
5.00.

10-IA. L0sii

Lb.

69(t

(Whole)

Lb.

594

Sante Location 30 Years - ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR!
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Details where you buy Pepsi

1Pepsi
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lob Church Elk Lodge Invites New Members

Teacher Honored For
'Developing Scholars'

tivities in civil rights, educaNegro and white.
Robert R. Chuzch Lodge.
I bers'
projects, and will
Mr. Hulbert re-activated the! Like all Elk lodges, the Rob- tion and other
Antler Club, a
feature it
group early this year. It hadl ert R. Church Lodge 1477 is! marching unit.
been first set up in 1958. Little working in full conjunction with
They are planning for partiactivity had Marked its prog- all major programs of the cipation in the famed Elk Inress, however, until he took Grand Lodge of the organiza- ternational parade, a feature of
over the reins. Beginning with tion.
the organization's annual con- Dr. John It. Cotttn, retired of French at Ilim aril;
The Elks are well-known for vention The Elks stage the sec
ten members in January, the
professor of modern languages IN TOP POSITIONS
recognized
acnationally
Lodge now has-SO active mem:their
ond longest and largest parade at Fisk university in Nashville, "One is head of the departin the nation, topped only by has been named professor ment of French at Morehouse
the American Legion's national emeritus in recognition of 38 college; one is head of the deconvention pafade.
years of "developing scholars partment of French at Atlanta
Mr. Hulbert stressed the and leaders in the teaching of university; one is head of the
lodge's desire to step up its modern foreign languages on department of French at Florimembership drive by the July all academic levels."
da A & M university; another
31 deadline. Exalted Ruler of
is head of the department of
Dr.
Cottin,
who
will
be
sucthe R.R. Church Lodge, Calvin
English at the same university;
Rollings, joins Mr. Hulbert in in- ceeded by one of his former one is coordinator of foreign
students,
Dr.
Thelma
B.
Watviting local men of all races to
languages at Grambling colson, head of the department of
join the fast-growing group.
lege.
While the drive is underway foreign languages at Livingston "One is head of the departthe lodge is moeting every college at Salisbury, N.C., was ment of modern foreign lanTuesday niplit at its hcadquar cited for contributions to Fisk guages at Tennessee A & I
by university president Dr.
ters at 401 Beale Street.
State university; one is professIStephen J. Wright.
or of French at Knoxville colThe citation reads in part:
lege; one is coordinator of
"During your tenure as profesFrench studies at Dartmouth
sor of modern foreign lancollege for students who are to
guages, you can look with pride
be Peace Corps workers .in
upon the progress of your stuFrench - speaking countries;
dents — one is head of the dethree are teachers of French
partment of French at Howard
and Spanish in the Nashville
PRODUCER OF SCHOLARS—Dr. John R. Cottin, retired
university: another is professor
public schools; and two became
professor of modern languages at Fisk University, has
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
the first colored teachers to
been named professor emeritus in recognition of the langThe indictment against the teach French in the public
Four major steel companies
uage teachers he has trained during his 38 years as a coland a trade association were five companies wat.--Teturned by schools of Detroit.
lege teacher. Dressed in his academic regalia, Dr. Collin
slapped with fines totaling a federal grand jury in October,- "Seven hold the Ph.D. de$150,000 after they submitted 1962. It accused them of con- gree; four hold master of arts
Is seen standing by some of the plaques he has received.
pleas of "no contest" to a fed spiring to fix prices and rig degrees; and six are the proHe is being succeeded as head of the modern language
eral charge of conspiring to fix bids during a 13-year period ducts of the Nashville public
department by one of his former students.
prices and rig bids on steel from 1948 to 1961 in the sale of schools."
the German School of the Mid- Montreal.
steel forgings to the U.S. Army, RECENT GRADUATE
forgings.
The heaviest fine, $40,000 the U.S. Navy, electrical com- Dr. Watson, daughter of Mr. dlebury College Language He holds a diploma in French
was imposed on Bethlehem panies and other purchasers.
Studies from the University of
and Mrs. Wallace T. Watson of School.
Steel Co. U.S. Steel Corp. and Attorneys for the defendants 105 Lewis St., received the A. Dr. Cottin, who lives at 1623 Dijon and has studied at the
Midvale-Heppenstall Co.
argued that no unconscionable B. degree from Fisk, the mas- Haynes Meade Circle, holds the Universities of Berlin, Paris,
The judgments were handed profits were made by the com- ter of arts from Iowa State uni, A.B. and A.M. degrees from the Chicago, Wisconsin, Tennessee, .
down by chief federal judge panies during the period of the versity, and the doctor of mod- University of Michigan, and the and Grenoble, McGill and Van.
Sylvester J. Ryan.
alleged conspiracy.
em languages (D.M.L.) from 'Ph.D. from the University of derbilt universities.
For two of the companies, U
S. Steel and Bethlehem Steel
it was the second heavy fine
imposed in the past four days.
They were among eight steel
firms fined $50,000 each in an
other anti-trust indictment last
Friday.
In the case, the steel forgings
defendants were permitted to
change their original pleas of
CHAMPALE is America s Original Sparkling Malt Liquor
Innocent to "no contest" when
Gives a champagne glow to any occasion...yet costs just
It was argued that such a move
pennies more than beer. Buy it wherever beer is sold.
would eliminate the possibility
MALT LIQUOR/
of a costly trial and would re
FREE—Wnte today foe Anobni saw CHAMPAL1 R.010. Booklet.— MOCK 1.1000001$6 01610110 01 5,1., Trento.0
lieve the crowded court eaten
A. S. BARBORO,INC. 119 St. Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6813
dir.

The Robert R. Church Elk
Lodge No.
will culminate
a six-month membenhip drive
an July 31.
The lodge is one of the first
integrated fraternal groups in
Tennessee and the Mid-South,
pecording to Maurice Hulbert
Sr., founder and organizer of

an

Like nothing else you ever tasted
frAcepi

4 Steel Firms
Fined For Price
Fixing Charges
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70/1gtores
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PLAY TV BINGO
Get your FREE TV BINGO cards at Pic-Pc Food Stores
SAVE YOUR BINGO CARDS GRAND PRIZE DRAWING TO
BE HELD AUGUST 23rd, W.H.B.O. T.V. CHANNEL 13

FORCE —
• Christo•
of Mr. and
Seay, Sr.,
U.S. Air
ileted basic
Lackland
a been se
training as
ecialist
Comm Ili
FB, Texas.
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Watch TV Bingo on WHBQ TV. Channel 13 every week day
11:30 - 12 Noon.
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A great time to go Cadillac!
If you have considered moving up to Cadillac, this summer is the perfect
time to act. Whether you travel across town or across America,nothing can
equal a new or used Cadillac for luxury, comfort, value and performance.
T
•

Many wonderful pleasures go with you wherever you go
in a Cadillac. You enjoy Cadillac 0 unique performance
— silken, quiet, instantly responsive with its big V-8
engine and Turbo Hydra-Mahe transmission. You get
fully appreciate.
comfort that only Cadillac owner,
And,of course, there's the luxury and graciousness that
only Cadillac can provide. On the practical side, there's
the satisfaction of knowing that Ladillat operating costs

are the envy of many lec di.tiniano,h‘,d cars—and that
Cadillac holds its value bettei then Inv later car built in
the land. Whether you seler( S r.4 ,4‘1% Cadillac or one
itro v you travel with
that has seen previous lei tot
the finest. For a new or u•ed Aullot -ee your nearest
authorized Cadillac dealer 14 • I -p oaton for customer
attention and his quality sem is tad nag you both proud
-14.d it the World.
and happy as the owner of tt

Standard of the World

(azeierfzie

10,000 QUALITY STAMPS
to each consolation Prize Winner, Every time there is
a TV Bingo Winner, the next 20 people to call and
Bingo win 10,000 Quality Stamps each! HAVE FUN..
PLAY TV BINGO

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER'S FINE SELECTION OF NEW AND WILD tADILL&CS

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
341 UNION

•

PHONE 526-8207

...ENTAAL MOTOWSANiMe
Agle===10
NEWYORK WORLD'S FAIR'

707d stores
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Choir Officer To Attend Meet
OOP

Mrs. Mildred Nelson, of 1620 Olive.
Rev. Thomas A. Dorsey is
Sidney, will serve as delegate
to. the National Convention of president of the convention.
Gospel Chcirs and Choruses
which will be held in Chicago,
August 1-8 at the Pilgrim Baptist Church.
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
lasts with ORA-JE'. Speed-release
Mrs. Nelson is president of that
formula puts It to work inMemphis Choral Union, director stantly to stop throbbing^
of Memphis Youth Fellowship toothache pain,so safe doerecommend it for PARE
and minister of music at tors
teething.
the First Baptist Church — Mt.

ninety second annual session
BY REV. C. J. GASTON
August 2-8, at the Friendship
VERSE OF THE WEEK
Temple, Eads, Tenn.
"Whatsoever ye would that
a statement
According to
men should do to you, do ye from. Rev. L. R. Donson, modeven kid unto them." (Matt- erator of the Association, the '
hew 7:12)
theme of the meeting is "T h e
4.
This verse of the Holy Writ Task of the Church in this Tram
5gives us a plan of life that will sitional Period." The moderator
address
make our lives richer as well as will deliver his Annual
the lives of our fellowmen. Why Thursday afternoon.
•
Others ministers to preach' are
not practice it?
. SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY . Rev. E. V. Jones, S. Townsend,
Sunday, July 18, marked the W. M. Brown, T. J. West,
seventh anniversary of Rever- Brady Johnson, J. L. Payne
end C. J. Gaston as the pastor and Harrison Jones.
of the Saint Peter Baptist Mrs. Brady Johnson will prechurch at 1410 Pillow Street. side over the women's ConvenTribute was paid to Rev. and tion, Daniel Branch and J. P.
Mrs. Gaston for their untiring Odom will preside over the
.00110.
efforts in the work of the church choir and usher conventions re
spectively.
seven
past
years.
during the
A token of appreciation was BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
presented to them on behalf of According to a statement
ers, Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Williamson (the honoree), Miss
Benevolent Club of the Olivet
the church by Mrs. Inez Brooks, from Doctor L. A. Hamblin, PASTOR FETED — The
M. Patton, Mrs. L. Davis, C. Gill, and Rev. A. L. Patton.
charter member of the twenty- moderator of the American Baptist Church feted their pastor Rev. E. W. Williamson,
Standing left to right are Mrs. I. Bowdrie, Mrs. IL Patton,
nine-year old church. Rev. E. Baptist District Association, the recently with a surprise pre-birthday party in the "Blue
president of the club, Mrs. V. Gary, chairman of Ways and
Bates, moderator of the Shelby association will meet in its 33rd
Room" of the llotel Claridge. Seen enjoying the tasty food
Means Committee; F. Gary, secretary; Mrs. R. Brown
County District Association and annual session July 27-30 at: are (seated left to right) Miss M. Stewart, Miss Y. Carruthpastor of the Mt. Gilliam Bap- Golden Leaf Baptist church, dine and guest, Mrs. M. Bolden, R. Lee, Mrs. W. Carrtuhand Mrs. R. Catchings.
tist Church delivered the Ann)- 976 Peach Street.
MISS MILDRED NELSON
The choirs of the Association
versary sermon.
•
•
Rev. L. H. Aldridge, pastor of presented a gigantic musical
MADRID — (UPI) — Mathe Greater Mount Pleasant Tuesday, July 27 at 8 p.m. MemBaptist Church served as Mas- ber churches of the Association
drid's new 6,000-seat Real
are Golden Leaf, New Mace
ter of Ceremonies.
Sports Palace, set to open next
Other features of the meeting 'rho awarding of the $10,000 Johnson.
donia., Pilgrim Rest, Mt. Plea' Scholarships amounting to
92ND ANNUAL SESSION
four years, the January, will host an exhibition
next
the
In
of
dream
the
is
Governor
scholarships
by
speeches
be
will
The Friendship District Asso- sant, Mt. Calvary, Travelers $10,000 will be awarded to- four
14 stuciation, Inc. will meet in its Rest, Boston Street and Unity. students during the 46th annual Pat Brown and San Francisco's Mr. Harshaw, who asked that association will have
world basketball championship
each usher set aside a penny dents in colleges, and they will
Mayor John F. Shelly..
highlight its inaugural.
to
National
receiving all or part of their
convention of the
A 'plaque for his outstanding a week for the fund. In two be
will open January
United Church Ushers associa- contributions to human rights years, the fund has grown to support from the Ushers Fund. The Arena
hope to get the
lion being held this week — and dignity will be presented to much larger than the requested Among the scores of activi- 6 and officials
North and
from
teams
best
a
is
NoLuther
King,
week
this
for
Martin
Dr.
planned
ties
amount.
July 25-July 30 — at the Shera;ton Palace hotel in San Fran- bel Peace Prize winner and civ- The scholarships and awards memorial service for the late South America as well as EuM• •
!il rights leader.
T.S.K. of
will be presented by the pres- United Nations Ambassador ropean runners-up
. The Third Baptist church at
tournament.
the
for
Moscow
ent national president, Leroy Adlai Stevenson.
1399 McAllister St., San FranFinal rites for Mrs. Melvinie service were Revs. T. H. Ran- cisco, Calif., is the host church,
Ellison Campbell, mother of two ions of Detroit, and W. M. Mon- and Rev. Frederick Haynes is
prominent Memphis clergymen, roe, pastor of Cerro Gardo pastor, and the convention
opened there on last Sunday.
were held on Friday. July 16, at Church.
Resolutions were read by One of the highlights of the
the Cerro Gardo Baptist Church
Inez Brooks, president of the convention will be a testimonial
in Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Campbell. mother of Tennessee Regular Baptist M to R. E. Harshaw of Memphis,
the organiza- ;
Dr. A. E. Campbell, president & E Women's Convention, and past president of
of the Tennessee Regular Bap- Leonard E. Mitchell of Colum- tion.
tist Convention and pastor of bus Baptist Church in Memphis.
Columbus Baptist Church, of Rev. W. C. Jackson, pactor of
2500 Carnes, and Rev. A. J. Pearly Gate Baptist Church,
Campbell of 2598 Carnes, died was in charge of the service.
HAYWOOD NATIVE
at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Mary Fuller, in Stanton, A native of Haywood County.
Tenn., on July 12 after a long Tenn., Mrs. Campbell was ai
member of the Cerro Gardo!
illness.
Ddivering eulogies at the congregation for some 30 years.
While residing in Memphis 5% ltb
Dr. Campbell. she joined
umbus Baptist Church.
The D. A. C. Club held its reAside from her sons and gular monthly meeting at the
LEROY JOHNSON
is
Mrs.
Campbell
!daughter,
lye of Mrs. Alberta Ford, on
houm
ij
cbrother, d seSamuelven
21. Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen,
vice president of the club pregrand children.
A memorial service for her sided.
Pentecostalwas held in Memphis by
It was reported that Mrs.
A
tiers of Columbus Baptist .
Mattie Waller, a member of the
The eleventh annual Stale
\\‘
Convocation of the Churches of
club has been dismissed from
• Annual Men's Day was obGod in Christ, Tennessee's]
the hospital. It was also reportserved last Sunday at the Mt.
Second Jurisdiction, will coned that Mrs. William Reeves. I
vene at the Pentecostal Church
Zion Baptist church at 1407 S.
is
club
the
of
member
a
also
of God in Christ at 229 S. WellMain St., and the guest speak111
ington St. Aug. 3-8, and the puber at the afternoon service was
Plans are being made for a
lic is invited.
A. W. Wilson of the Holt
The convocation will include
lawn party which is to be held
church in MontgomBaptist
St.
three sessions daily — 10 A.M.,
at the home of Mrs. Steve
1 P.M., and 7:30 P.M. — and
Smith, during the early part of ery, Ala.
will feature gospel singing, for1 William Sutton was general
September.
ums, panels, lectures, sermons
A delicious repast was served chairman, George Graham proand daily prayers for the sick.
: gram chairman, and Cuba
Bishop J. 0. Patterson is preat the meeting.
siding bishop; Elder A. King,
Mrs. Mattie Johnson is presi-;Brownlee, Jr., church reportassistant; and Mrs. Fannie
dent of the club, Mrs. Elizabeth !er.
Page supervisor of women.
Cash, secretary and Mrs. Her- Rev. L. D. Sanders is pastor
'of the church.
man Wade. reporter.

4'

Ushers Will Present Scholarship Awards

Final Rites Held Fo
Mother Of inisters

Convocation ,
Will Be Held sEuiriivs,oynedofbycChicago,
At

Florida Bank Hires
First Negro Clerk

DAC Cl b
Plans For
Cot. Lawn Party

Alabaman Speaks
For Mt Zion Men

11111•WII•111111••111110111111.11•111011•111•11111111a
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1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

E CAR WASH $
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P U.
Sun. Open A.M. to 2 P M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
ttiru
Friday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Ph•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••NE
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NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
.
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
mon In Your Neve
Stories To The

Tri-State 4
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We

will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges.

SAVE
YOUR
T.V. BINGO
CARDS

MRS. M. E. CAMFBELL

TAMPA, Its. — (NPI) — church on Thursday night, July
The Marine Bank and Trust 15.
Pallbearers were deacons of
company, Florida's oldest trust
firm has employed Mrs. Eve- Columbus, Cumberland Street
lyn Jones Wilson as a clerk in , and Cerro Gardo Baptist
the accounting department. Shel Churches.
took a series of examinations,' Interment was in the Cerro
along with many others, an(L Gardo Cemetery. C. A. Rawls
passed them with flying colors. I was in charge of arrangements.

•
•
•
•
•
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TOOTHACHE

SAVE 80

'under ow ea
horns delivered

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MILK
MIDWEST
AT
YOUR FOOD STORE

3

r!) CART HOME SAVI

.S!

0 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

Grand Prize Drawing to be held Friday
August 27th WHBQ T.V., Channel 13

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS ARE!
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY 8. EVENING CLASSIS
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AIR CONDITIONED

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

INC.

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITI 876
527-5508

29

248

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, T.,.ii..
"YOUR Company Maker Whet You A•k For And
Croat.; Whet You Think or'

1/4 MILLION
QUALITY STAMPS
To be given away.
To be eligible:
each week's Bingo,
turn in old cards with name
address on back to Big Star.
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Friday evening by President
and Mrs. Hollis F. Price.
Barbmed chicken and ribs,
LeMoyne's College summer baked beans, slaw and iced soft
school facutly and staff mem- drinks rounded out the tasty
hers were treated to a Picnic menu.

Senior Choir Day To Be Faculty Feted
Observed At Friendship
Friendship 'Baptist Church, list, Whitehaven; and Curry
1355 Vollintine Avenue, will ob- Baptist Churches.
serve Senior Choir Day , Sun- Others include, Pentecostal
day, August 1, at 3 p.m.
There will be seventeen choirs Baptist Church; Friendship
from Memphis and Shelby Baptist Church, Imperial choir;
County participating in the pro- Center Chapel, Capleville; Oak.
gram. Among these will be, the ville Baptist Church; Mt. PisHamilton High Glee Club; St. gah. Weaver Road; New Sardis,
Mary, Hollywood; Keel Avenue; Capieville; and Mt. Gilliam
Smothers Chapel; Coleman Cha- Baptist Church.
pel; Crystal Spring; Hickory The public is invited and reHill, Capleville; Middle Bap- freshments will be served.

COOL COMFORT

14 Y-Teens Attend Meet
At College In Virginia I

SOME HELPING- HANDS—Congressman George Crider
of Memphis has employed some college students to help
with the work in his Washington office this summer and
here they show how many hands will be helping the Tennessee legislator. From left are Mike Rubin, Memphis

State University; Ralph Prater, MSU graduate now attending the Howard University Law School in Washington,
D. C.; Congressman Grider, Bill Allen, Milisaps college,
and Bill Allen, who will be president of the student body at
Southwestern University during the next school year.

Fourteen Y-Teens from the spoke on "The Changing Role
Sarah 11. Brown Branch of the of Women Around the World."
YWCA were among the 170 deleAnother highlight was
gates from Teiuseseee, Kenthe election of 1966 officers,
tucky, Virginia and Missis- and
two persons were elected
sippi attending a Y-Teen sumfrom the Memphis delegation.
mer interracial conference at Miss Bonnie
Shields of Melrose
Sullins College in Bristol, Va., High School was elected Yrecently.
, _ Teen
business manager, and
The objectives of the conference were to broaden knowledge Miss Barbara Neal, Teen-Age
program director of the Sarah
and understanding of the YWBrown branch, was re-elected
CA, to create conditions for in- adult business manager.
dividual growth, to develop club
Other Memphians at the conleadership, and to experiment
fercnce were Mattie Littlejohn,
in Christian living.
The conference theme was Melrose; Olivia Mason. Ruby
"Dream with Hope; Expand Barnett, Raimell Roberts, Joyce
with Courage, and Build with Blackburn, Venita Washington
and Annie R. Johnson. Booker
Fait h."
Leadership for the meeting T. Washington High; Neely
was given by Dr. Jean Grambs Hurd, Capleville; Maitie Loyde,
of the University of Maryland Oates Manor Community Yand Miss Ruth Hill, Atlenta, nat- Teen club; Kathy Graham,
ional correlator of the YWCA. Hamilton; Vera Baskin, Geeter;
and Causindra Byrd, Mitchell.
ELECTION HELD
Adults present were Miss
One of the highlights of the
conference was a talk by Dr. Wilma Haley, Caplevile Y•
Una Porter of Australia, world Teen advisor, and Miss Barpresident of the YWCA, who bara Neal.

Witnesses Coming For Assembly At Coliseum 'leer To Speak

NEED MONEY?

TOPICS OF MEET
minute. The Memphis organi- tion, refreshments, lost and
.MANY MIELPING HANDS
During the meeting various
Three thousand volunteers zztion will be geared to feed found, checkroom, cleaning,
about 200 per minute. Workers platform, first aid, rooming, topics will be discussed. Some
manning twenty-two departof them include, Discourses
will be on the job from early
ments have moved into the Coli- morning hours until midnight public address, music, sign dealing with the Authenticity A Fellowship Banquet will be
painting, traffic, and volunteer of the Bible, Moral Responsi- held July 30, at 7:30 p.m. at St.
seum for the "Word of Truth" each day of the convention.
bilities of Christian Parents and Andrews AME church, 867
District Assembly of Jehovah's Although many delegates will service departments.
Weldon L. Mackey, conven- Youths, Use of the Bible and South Parkway.
Witnesses wihch will convene eat at local restaurants, motels
and hotels, the cafeteria is for tion manager, said that there Prophecy, and The Bible and The speaker for the occasion
July 29-August 1. It is reported the convenience of the Witness- is still a need for volunteers but Bible Principles.
will be Charles Fleer, director
that 15,000 are expected to at- es who wish to eat at the Coli- that the requirements will be
Highlight of the Convention of Neighborhood Youth Corps.
tend.
seum.
met as the delegates continue will be the discouse "World Donations for tickets, call
One department of interest
to arrive from 32 states and Government on the Shoulder of 946-9094 or 942-3471.
CAFETERIA
to hungry delegates is the cafethe Prince of Peace," which will
Lawrence Straughter, pre- Canada.
tens. Watchtower officials ex- siding minister of Jehovah's
Local delegate volunteers in- be delivered by Nicholas Kovaplained that the eight feeding Witnesses in the Orange Mound clude, Cleveland Little, Leon lak, Jr., Sunday, August 1, 3
U.S., Board, Deaconaos,
lines will be patterned after the area, is key man in the cafe- Yarbrough, Alma Freeman, P.M.
Mother of Church,
international assembly of 1958 teria's smooth operation.
Catherine Thompson, David
All meetings are free to the
Noma, Mlaslonary,
in New York's Yankee Stadium.
Other departments provided Wade, E. L. Thompson, Fannie public with no admission
Prayer Band
While at New York, they were to insure a smooth-functioning Mosley, Robert Moseley, M. C. charges nor collections to be
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
set up to feed 1,000 persons per assembly include the installs. Bently, and John Wade.
taken.
Si... 5 to 52

At Banquet

UNIFORMS

Long,Short and G4

Four Delegates To Attend
•'Y' Confab In Washington

The National Y-Teen Confer-I Miss Robinson is president of
ence will be held at the Shore- the City-County Wide Y-Teen
ham Hotel in Washington, D.C., Inter-Club Council, parliamenAug. 8-14, and four Y-Teens tarian of the Double Ten Sobranch of the YWCA will be cial Club, a member of the
from the Sarah H. Brown Chevelle Social Club and the
National Honor Society, Mu Aldelegates.
The four are Misses Mary pha Theta and the Varsity ScholRobinson, representing the Se- arship team.
nior Y-Teen Inter-club Council
and Manassas High School;
Dosothy Townsend, Booker T.
Washington High; Emmatine
Wesson, Oates Manor Community Y-Teen Club, and Melva
011ie, Geeter.
Also scheduled to be present
is Miss Barbara Neal, TeenAge program director of the
branch.
The theme of the conference
will be "Youth's Role in Nat•
ional and World Affairs."
Miss Robinson has been invitd to serve as one of the
pares during the conference.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. A:. Robinson and
a senior at Manassas High
MARY ROBINSON
School.

Probe Fire Of King's Aide
ST. AUGUSTINE — (NPI) filled with fuel, was thrown un— A state investigation has der a liquid petroleum tank bebeen launched into a fire set side her home.
at the house of a Negro wom- The fire was extinguished bean civil rights worker.
fore it damaged the house.
Deputy state fire marshal, T.
W. Burkhart, said there were COTTON PICKING ISSUE
"definite signs of arson" but
MEMPHIS (NPI) — The split
declined to elaborate.
vacation tradition, an old SouthMrs. Lucile Plummer, local ern custom, came under proSCLC secretary of the South- L. last week when a judge was
ern Christian Leadership Con- asked to order a halt to the sumference, said a beach ball, mer .;chool vacation to pick cotwrapped with burning rags and ton in nearby Madison county,'

Powell Gains
Support On
Fair Hiring

committee approved a bill giving Negro workers :nore protection against racial discrimination by labor unions. A committee meeting was scheduled in
advance of the House session to
act on such a bill.

If
If
If
If
If
If

you are clean and tired of high rates
you have lost your license
you are about to loose your license
you need an SR-22 filing at once
you have under age 25 problems
you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
9484115 or 948-7776

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

lowest Primo Available
WtITE FOIL VINE CATALOG #7

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
OS WhIt•hall St., LW.
701 II St., W.I.
Wachia on 2, D.C. Atlanta 3,Swill

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
House supporters of legislation
to nullify state "right to work"
laws set out to clear away the
political and technical underbrush around the controversial
labor biil.
Before the House could start
&dual debate on the proposal to
The Fowler Homes will hold
repeal Section 14-B of the Taft- its Vacation Bible School ComHartley Law, managers of the mencement, July 28, at the Fow
bill bad to:
ler Home Auditorium at 7:30
— Assure the cooperation o P.M.
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell
Bible School was held July
D-N.Y., by advancing separate 12-27 and the total enrollment
legislation designed to strength- for the session was 160.
en, enforcement powers of the The staff included, Mrs. Mo
new Federal Fair Employment zella Smith, principal; Mrs
Praeitices AgencyGeneva S. Wells, assistant prin-Win approval of the ground cipal; Mrs. Dorothy Vallentine;
rules under which the right to Mrs. Shirley Harley; Mrs. Ella
work legislation would be con- Steward; Miss Mary Ferguson;
sidered.
Miss Lorretta Vanderbilt; Miss
Pawell, chairman of the Gloria Vanderbilt; Miss Willa
House Education and Labor Garland; Mrs. Mary Quinn; and
Committee, hinted last week he Roland Bond,
would refuse to call up the right
Mrs. Willie D. Jackson is
to work legislation unless his manager of the Homes.
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Miserable Mississippi
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
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(MR. ROBINSON IS QN A
of that miserable state and the
TWO-WEEK VACATION IN
brutalities they inflict upon
NASSAU. DURING HIS ABblack and white civil rights
SENCE, HIS COLUMN IS BEof a church where a civil rights
ING GUEST--WRITTEN BY
workers. A black man comes out
ALFRED DUCKETT, DIRECrally has been held. He gets inTOR OF THE ASSOCIATED
to his car. He heads toward his
NEGRO PRESS INTERNAhome. An unlicensed car folTIONAL).
lows him. It crowds his car to
You hear the lofty words of
the side of the road.
a President as he enunciates
Three or four white cowards
his f er vent devotion to the
yank him from his car and beat
rights of man and his dead-set
him with clubs and billies. A
opposition to our inhumanity
black man is thrown into jail
toward each other. You read
because he belongs to a civil
about the' bills being passed,
rights organization. A fellow
the laws being made which
black prisoner is commanded toyou always believed already
beat him with a club. If he does
not obey, he himself will be
existed in the Bill of Rights,
the Constitution, the Declarabeaten. He obeys.
tion of Independence.
Black women are stripped"
naked and whipped with thongYou read the integrated ads
ed leather whips. They are beatand peruse the statements of
fair practice and equal opporen about the head and in the
face by white devils.
tunity employers. You scan the
A white civil rights worker Is
pictures of Negro A and Black
kicked in his privates.
Man B being sworn into high
In many cases, these mental-,
office which has never before
ly ill, sex freaks take some perbeen held by men of color.
verted delight in flailing the
You thrill to the militant onnaked buttocks or sex organs
ward and upward march of uniof their black and white victims,
fied blacks who are putting
— men and women. Many of the.
their lives and their liberty on
goons, wearing civilian clothes,'
the line with the determinaare recognized by their bleedtion that we shall truly overing victims SS policemen.
come
A black youth, being followed
You experience all these
by a gang of white thugs, calls
slights and sounds, absorb all
the Justice Department to seek
these words and it seems to you
protection for himself and his
that, finally, America is in mobuddies. He is told Justice has
tion, surging toward that beauno jurisdiction. He is told, howtiful destiny for which she
ever, to keep in touch "so we
came into being. You begin to
will know where to locate you
feel that perhaps, after all, we
or your bodies."
have begun to learn that freeYou feel as though the red
dom is indivisible and that there
in the flag is for the flowing
is a basic law of God which
blood of decent men and womnever really needed to be ratien who dare to love freedom.
fied by any legislature or adYou feel as though the white
jucated by any tribunal.
symbolizes the supremacy of the
Then you pick up a book. It
Caucasian.
is published by Random House.
You feel as the blue is symIt is named "MISSISSIPPI
bolic that the black man always
BLACK PAPER." As you turn
will be blue in his spirit so long
each page, the horror and disas he is a black man. You wonbelief grows. The disillusion sets
der if the stars are expressive
in and begins to harden. You beof the agonized visions which
come almost physically ill. In
throb through a man's mind as 111,
fact, you want to throw up and
he lies, torn, bloody, beaten.
vou have to put the book down
You feel as though you live
because you can't take it all at
in a land which stinks as long
one reading.
as it harbors the stench of MisYou have read about Missississippi. You feel as though
sippi, the police state. In this
maybe South Africa isn't such
book are 57 sworn affidavits ata bad place and perhaps Hitler
testing to the ghastly bestiality
was a kind man.
of the palefaced storm troopers
..................s........Sootto•ipolootow•:•••••••••••••••
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Presidential Candor
President Johnson has exhibited an unparalleled candor
and moral courage in his admission of the errors committed by him in the past with
reference to civil rights and
t h e determination to amend
for them now that he can wield
relevant influence and initiative.
It was one of those rare moments in the White House
Press conference when the
President of the United States
answered a reporter's question
with touching humility and
without rhetorical attempt at
self-defense.
He intends, he said, to provide, as long as he is allowed,
the kind of leadership that is
consistent with the civil rights
objectives. President Johnson
explained to the assembled
newsmen the concept of his developing philosophy and personal interest in legislation
dealing with the Negro problem.
"I am particularly sensitive."
he said, in a tone that left no
doubt as to his sincerity, "to
the problems of the Negro . . .
it's a very acute problem and
one that I want to do my best
to solve in the limited time that
I'm allowed.
"And did not have that responsibility in the years past
and I did not feel it to the extent that I do today. And I hope
that you may tniderstand that

I thinkit'a an acute one and a
dangerous one and one that occupies high priority and one
that should challenge every
American of whatever party,
whatever religion. And I'm going to try to provide all the
leadership that I can notwithstanding the fact that someone
may point to a mistake or a
hundred mistakes that I made
in my past."
Mr. Johnson's appointment
of Negroes to high positions in
the military and in the judiciary are a definite index to his
feelings and sympathy for the
cause of the Negro people. It
may not be an unjustified
translation of his sense of justice to say that President Johnson attempts to narrow the
chasm that separates the American black man from the white
world around him.
The naming of Judge Thorgood Marshall to the United
States Solicitor General. nomination of William Bryant to the
post of United States District
Judge for the District of Columbia. the appointment of
Maj. Hugh Robinson as Presidential military aide and the
President's announced intention
to send Hugh M. Smythe to
Africa or the Middle East as
ambassador, have advanced the
status of the American. Negro
in the eyes of the world and in
the contex of the American society.

Tanzania And Zambia
The proposed 1,000-mile railway linking Tanzania and Zambia continues to be a main talking point in the British capital
and the London newspapers
suggest that Britain's offer to
pay half the cost of a survey
for the railway should have
been announced before what
the paper described as the recent reports of lavish Chinese
proposals.
To regain the initiative now
might be wise for Britain to
pay for the whole survey. This
alone will show the technical
problems, the cost and the time
it would take to complete the
line; and such information is
necessary before any country
can make a firm offer to build
it. President Kaunda of Zambia

is believed to be unreceptive to
Chinese offers. Says the London Times:
"lie wants the railway, and
he has his public opinion to
satisfy; but he knows it cannot
be built in time to help him if,
in a crisis over Rhodesia, Zambia's lifclines were cut. If that
happened, only the West could
help him; for example, by an
airlift, by pressure on Portugal
to keep its link with Lobito Bay
open, and by helping to stockpile food and fuel."
President Kaunda can also
see that Western ways of financing such a big project
would generate more economic
activity than Chinese. Britain,
however, should work fast to,
undermine oriental cunning.

Only
In
America
13y HARRY GOLDEN

A Tiny Stock Mark et
When I was young, the little
girls played with dolls resembling babies. Some of the dolls
were rag dolls and some of
them were plastic with little
eyes that opened and closed.
The little girl pretended she
was the mother and the doll
her child.
The little girls would talk to
their dolls, put them to sleep.
wheel them in makeshift baby
carriages. I do not remember
in those years ever hearing
about the population explosion.
but I guess the little girls were
getting in good practice.
Later manufacturers turned
out dolls who could consume
water in a baby bottle. I think
there is even a doll now who
walks and probably talks, too.
But the really new concept
in dolls came along in the
1950's. It was the Barbie doll.
Barbie is a doll about six inches
high, with the formidable proportions of a beauty queen, and
is relatively inexpensive. ,
The little girls who play with
her dress her. She has a wardrobe about as impresgive as
Princess Margaret Rose's. She
can be tricked up for all occasions. Instead of a baby, the
little girls play with a debutante, a 20-year-old who looks
as romantic as the skinny girls
in all the ads.
There is no such American
concept as too much of a good
thing. The Barbie doll industry
makes millions of dollars a year
for its investors and so does
the Littlechap doll industry
which is a similar idea, except
the Littlechap dolls constitute
a whole family. There is a father, a mother, and two sisters.
all of whom command different
dresses, suits and professional
outfits.
But I am going to offer the
next innovation.
I want to invent a tiny stock
market for boys. I want to invent a miniature Big Board
which will spend the time from
9 to 3 p.m. quoting all the prices
with the appropriate abbreviations. I shall have little shares
of stock which keeps circulating in heavy or light volume.
There is no end to the shares
of stock a clever manufacturer

can make public, especially if
they don't represent capital
(might as well get some of the
boys started early). We can
expand on this line. We can
have little realty agencies and
maybe a public relations firm
with tiny accounts. There is no
end to the reproductions we can
make.
THE GREEKS HAD
BONKISS. TOO
In "Zorba the Greek," a
truly great motion picture, the
girl friend is sick with fever
and Anthony Quinn applies the
bonkiss. This was a remedy
widely applied on the Lower
East Side of New York 50 years
ago, and later. The application
of the bonkiss during the influenza epidemic of World War
I reached its height.
The bonkiss looked exactly
like those glass connections you
see on power stations and on
telegraph poles. With alcohol
and flame, applied in the vacuum, the little glass cups were
applied to the patient's back
and iminediately adhered to the
flesh. "Cupping" is what it was
called.
The idea being to draw the
blood and stimulate circulation.
They were applied for fever
and all sorts of respiratory illnesses. The bonkiss were pulled off and left a red circle on
the patient's back for weeks
afterward. When you went to
Coney Island and saw the folks
in their bathing suits, half of
them had those tell-ttale red
circles where they had been
"copped."
The barbers applied the bonkiss. Many barbershops had
signs "copping," and in those
days the barber on a bonkiss
call looked like a doctor, white
coat, black derby, and little
black satchel.
'
s for
I hadn't seen "bonkiss'
years until this expert handling of the cups by Anthony
Quinn in Zorba. The "remedy"
may he gong but the famous
proverb persists. You hear it
every day. If you want to
point out the hopelessness of
an idea or a decision you say.
"helffen veia toyten bonkiss"
(as effective as "cupping" a
corpse.)

Langston
Hughes
(4Ce$0•404,444040/44141440)40444441444144*****04,41c.w.$041406****404)414)0410440:

Rubirosa, The Playboy
About 20 years ago one late
autumn afternoon, I was walking through a fashionable East
Side street in New York when
I saw a little crowd of people
looking up at the doorway of a
private house that had elegant
wrought iron doors. But nothing seemed to be happening.
No excitement, no police
about, yet out of curiosity, I
slopped on the sidewalk, too. At
the curb in front of the house,
there was a long sleek, quite
elegant car with a unifcrmed
chauffeur. I was on the verge
of asking someone what the
people were waiting for when
the house door opened.
Down the steps to the street
In a straight black topcoat with
a discretely gay scarf at his
throat, came a handsome suedegloved well-groomed young colored man. He was Porfirio RuldrOga.
The chauffeur sprang to attention. The young man sank
nonchalantly into the back seat

4

and the car sped away. The
crowd dispersed. A white-seat-.
ed delivery boy said, "There
goes lover man." And that was
that.
Only a brief, glimpse, but everybody had something to remember for a long time. A front
page face out of international:
news, one of the famous playboys of the Western World. And
not white! That season Rubi,
rosa was in the process of being A
married or divorced from some
wealthy or famous woman, so
his picture and the name Rubirosa appeared frequehtly in the
papers. He made colorful copy.
The Riviera, polo, casinos,
great society balls. And his
wives were usually both rich
and pretty — from the darkskinned daughter of the Dominican dictator, Flor de Oro Trujillo, and the blonde movie star.
Danielle Darrieux, to the "Richest Girl in the World" of the to-'
ham millions, Doris Duke, fol.,
lowed by Barbara Hutton of
dime store fame.
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Big High Blood
Pressure Target
Says Negroes
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KINGSTON. Jamaica —
(UPI) — Wyomia Tyus of Grif-:
fin, Ga., winner of the 100 meter dash in the 1964 Olympics,:
equalled the world record for:
100 yards with a clocking of:
11 3 seconds in winning the
vent at the third Carreras In.:
A
ternational track and field:
40
games.
Edith McGuire of Atlanta,:
Ga., who captured the 200meters at the Tokyo Olympics,
was second to Miss Tyus in
11.6.
Miss Tyus got off to a fast
start and won by four yards
to equal the world record set
by Australia's Marlene Mathews at Sydney in 1958.
Jim Ryun, the Wichita, Ran.,
teenager who holds a mile decision over New Zealand's Peter Snell, won the 880-yard
run in 1:50.5. He was followed by Jamaica's Neville Myton in 1:51.4 and Toronto's Ergas Leps In 1:51.8.
Bill Morgan of the U.S. won
the three mile run in 13:54.6,
with Ryun, trying for a double,
settling for second in 14:01.8.
Adolph Plummer of the U.S.
won the 200 yards in 21.3, folatofficials
governmental
local
and
presidents
er college
RECEPTION GUESTS — Some of the 500 or more guests
lowed by George Anderson in
tended the affair which was sponsored by trustees, faculty 21.5.
who attended a reception last week honoring Dr. Hollis F.
and students of LeMoyne.
Price, president of LeMoyne College, upon his election
World broad jump recordas national Moderator of the United Church of Christ. Othholder Ralph Boston of Covina, Calif., took his specialty
with a leap of 25 ft., loV4 in.
Chi Chen, a Formosan studying in the U.S., won the women's 80-meter hurdles. Cherrie
Sherrard of Oakland, Calif.,
was second and Jenny WingerNearly 500 citizens from all Lionel Arnold made the presen- At the National Insurance in the life insurance business sen of Canada third.
engravan
gift,
Another
tation.
for 28 years.
walks of life paid tribute to the
ed leather container for news Convention held July 19-22 at He began his career as an
president of LeMoyne College clippings and photographs, was
the Roosevelt hotel is New agent with Universal Life. Beat a reception given in his presented to the honoree by the
York City, H. A. Gilliam, Sr., fore coming to the home office
honor Monday night of last week Mississippi Boulevard Christian
vice president and agen- in 1946, he had managed dissecond
was
in the Balinese Room of Hotel Church. The presentation
made by Elder Blair T. Hunt, cy director of the Universal tricts for the company at ChatClaridge.
minister of the church.
Life Insurance company in tonooga and Nashville.
It was a gala affair sponsored RECEIVING LINE
Memphis was named president Mr. Gilliam is a member of
BERKELE7, Calif. — (UPI)
students
by trustees, faculty and
In the receiving line were Dr.
of LeMoyne in recognition of Walter Gibson Sr. of LeMoyne of the National Insurance As- the Traffic Advisory and Youth — High blood pressure kills
more Negroes than whites be-,
Dr. Hollis F. Price's recent and Mrs. Gibson; Edwin Dals- sociation.
Guidance Commissions, Juveacelection to the post of Modera- trom, chairman of LeMoyne's The NIA consists of approxi- nile Court Advisory Council and cause Negroes do not have
cess to expensive drugs and
tor of the United Church of board of trustees, and Mrs. Dalcommately 50 life insurance
the Civic Research Committee other medical care, a UniversiChrist. The denominaion has a strom; Dr. John C. Mickle of
which are owned and and is active in other civic pro- ty of California sociologist said.•
membership of 2,250,000.
Le Moyne and pastor of Sec. panies
Di. Jan Howard said that in
Well-wishers from Jackson, one Congregational Church and operated by Negroes and with jects.
ten times as
Miss., Forest City, Ark. and Mrs. Mickle; Dr. C. 0, Basin- assets of more than $350 mil- His wife, Mrs. Leola Gilliam, 1957, for example,
many Negroes as whites died
Jackson, Tenn. joined Mem- ger, pastor of First Congrega- lion.
Porter
at
from hypertensive heart dislives at is an English teacher
phians in honoring Dr. Price.
tional Church, and Mrs. Bas- Mr. Gilliam, who
ease.
has been Junior High school.
MAYOR PRESENT
and Dr. and Mrs. Price. 1283 S. Parkway east,
inger,
Mayor William Ingram and
Commissioner Pete Sisson headed the list of city government
t
'
Sr
officials on hand to greet the
new Moderator. College presidents at the reception included
Dr. John David Alexander of
St
Southwestern, Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll of Lane in Jackson, Tenn.,
and Sister Albertus Magnus of
Sienna.
Tougaloo College in Tougaloo,
Miss, was represented by its
newly appointed vice president,
Addison A. Bench Sr.
President Price was given a
watch by the college. Dean
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The head of the world's
4 Dr, V-8, Power Steering
largest organization of Negroes says Christianity must put
1963 OLDSMOBILE
a "new moral fiber and power
POO,CT Steering, Barkes, Convert
in our present social order."
-X>
The Rev. Dr. J. H. Jackson,
1963 PONTIAC
direcof
president of the board
Lemons, 2 Dr. 4-in-Fl. Bucket Seats Special .S 1 195
tors of the National Baptist Convention, said, "The answer to
Problems of integration, of ju1962 CHEVROLET
venile delinquency, of the growtAonzo's 3 to choose from
ing crime rates, and of any
other problem that confronts us
already is available, and has
1962 RAMBLER
been for 2,000 years."
Custom Cross City Wagon, On Special
"The cure is found in the
quality of life proclaimed by
1963 PONTIAC
Jesus Christ," Dr. Jackson said
Highland
at
3511 Park
Catalina, 4 Dr. Full Power
after a meeting of the area
Convencouncil of the Baptist
tion.
1961 CHEVROLET
The Council voted unanimous2 Dr. Bel Air, Straight Drive, 6 Cyl..
ly to attend the convention's
Sistember meeting in Jackson•
1961 RAMBLER
ville, Fla., in a resolution which
1378 Hollywood at
Station Wagon, 4 new Tires, Cleanest
(holds that the church must
Chelsea
In Town
"take some blame for the evils
of our present world."
4321 Summer Avenue
Dr. Jackson said the resolution stated that the church must
•3362 Summer National "transform
society through the
life she leads" and instill a
1578 Lamar Ave
"new moral fiber and power in
our present social order."
The National Baptist Conventits.' has a membership estimated at five million. Dr. Jackbeen criticized by civsan
il rights groups for urging moratoriums on demonstrations.

$850

$1095
$1895
5995

973 So. Third
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6

5895

Convenient
Locations
ANL

1963 GRAND PRIX
Full Power, Factory Air
1960 CHEVROLET
2 Dr. 6 Cyl. Autom- For Economy
1960 FORD
Gal. 500 H. T. Full Power & Air
1960 VOLKSWAGEN
Camper, A Steal
1960 STARCHIEF
Pontiac
1960 T. BIRD
Full Power, Air
1957 OLDSMOBILE
4 Dr. Full Power, Air
1958 OLDSMOBILE
4 Door, Super 88

1954 OLDSMOBILE
Runs & Drive Good
1955 FORD
Standard
1957 FORD
Station Wagon
1957 OLDSMOBILE
98 Good Transm

$2395
$795
_ $695
$595
$895
$950
$395
$450
$95
$95
$195
$145
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DOG RACING THRU OCT. 12th
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RACE COURSE ,
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THE THREE CHAMPIONS of Southland
1965 Season — Champions meet beautiful
co-eds in front of starting box—left to right
— Cheryl Ann Clark of University of Southern California with Benton Hunter—Paulette Brinkly of Howard university with
Track Marker who recently broke his own
track record at Southland and Diana Briscoe of Fisk University %kith Credit Plan.

r•

F

THE ODDS ARE HERE with these three
beautiful co-eds holding the Greyhound
Champions in front of the Odds Board. Left
to right—Diana Briscoe of Fisk Universi-

ty with Credit Plan—Cheryl Ann Clark d
university of Southern California with Beaton Hunter, and Paulette Brinkly of Howard University with Track Marker.
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THE CHAMPION GREYHOUNDS get a
touch of college life, with beautiful co-eds
—Left to right — Cheryl Ann Clark of Unisersity of Southern California holding

Track Marker, Diana Briscoe with Credit
Plan and Paulette Brinkly bolding Benton
Hunter.
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LUCKY CHAMPS — Lovely Cheryl Ann
Clark with Track Marker, beautiful Diana

new
As
prowa
only
that
are
tiona
are

Briscoe with Credit Plan—on the infield
beautiful Southland Greyhound Park.

Geor

, SPECIAL INFO: from the bosses—Don't
believe it because it is ot always tine—
Hearing from the Racing Secretary about
the Champion Greyhounds — are Left to

retail
gem.
Right — John R. Arnold, Jr. of the Public
Relations Department, Paul Hartwell Rae.
ing Secretary and Richard H. Upton, Director of Public Relations.
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NOTHING BUT SMILES
While the Gre‘,
hound Champions, Credit Plan and Ben
toe 'hinter are discussing how to brat
Track Marker
With Cheryl Ann Clark.

while Diana Briscoe holds Credit Plan and
lovely Paulette Brinkly holds her arm a
round Benton Hunter.
4410111111rdii".21iftai

SOUTHLAND BREAKING ALI, RECORDS
-Richard H. Upton, Director of Public Relations for Southland Greyhound Park
talks over Southland New Record in the
tOreybound Racing Record with John R.

Arnold, Jr. of the Public Relations Department.' This year Southland is breaking all
previous records set in attendance and the
motuals play.
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The Unforgettable Dinah Washington
in the early '40s.
Dinah died in Detroit
one morning in 1963 just
as the Christmas season
You're thumbing through your record albums. You
was building to a climax.
run across a Dinah Washington. You play it. And ...
Her body was found by
it seems that she never went away...
her "seventh husband,"
Dick (Night Train) Lane,
a defensive star with the
professional football Detroit Lions.
Lane said that he a n d
Dinah had watched teleDinah Washington was she was heart-warming- ality.
vision together, dressed in
She was ever mindful
nathing if she wasn't vi- ly generous to less-fortutheir pajamas, until an
tal, controversial, unin- nate performers a n d of the fact that she was
hour past midnight. He
hibited, etched in glam- friends. One of her a star. She was fiercely
said he was awakened
our.
closest pals was a Chi- proud of it. Contrary to
shortly before 4 A.M. and
As much as anyone in cago photographer to the Hollywood femmeheard the blank television
show business, she was whom she poured out image of recent times,
set buzzing. He tried to
keen to the values inher- not only warm friendship, she never believed that
arouse
Dinah and failed.
ent in, and the intrica- but also all of the blues a star was supposed to
A doctor was called. The
cies of, entertainment and joys of her personal be like the girl next door.
usual recovery methods
publicity, self-protection. life.
If Dinah had been the
were employed, and they
She was the personifi- girl
Her personal life often
next door, she
physician
said he believed
alcation
of
vitality.
She
seemed disjointed.
would've shocked t h e
she had "ingested pills of
According to her own ways had something go- neighborhood. Not that
an unknown type." An uncount, she was married ing. She wasn't one to she was that "bad," but
marked bottle of fifty
not
rest
on
a
laurel,
times.
Some
said
seven
simply because, unlike
orange and blue pills were
DINAH WASHINGTON...as her fans remember
to
be
contemplaone
she was married several
most girls next door, she
found next to Dinah's bed,
her. One of America's all-time great singers, she
times more. She angrily tive for too long, never was no conformist.
homicide Detective Wildied
in
Detroit
in
December,
1963.
a
candidate
for
the
fedisputed them, threatDinah believed implicliam J. Chubb said.
male
counterpart
of
the
ened to sue them for evLike Ella, and numerous Joe Glaser a booking
itly in the theory that nually, perhaps more, DiTrappist Monks.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyree Crowe of phis State University where she ery marriage over seven
nah's style encompassed other greats, Dinah was agent, expressed shock at
there
was
"n
o
n
e
the
graduated
at
to
be
185 Temple Ave., announce the expects
She was active, alive.
they couldn't prove.
the best meanings of the a beneficiary of theatre Dinah's death, recalled
engagement of their daughter, end of the summer session.
first
teach
fall
she
will
This
Her rhubarbish perCrowe,
to
appro- amateur nights. She was that she
Miss Ellen Deborah
She thought big-time,
She thought and lived currently-popular
purportedly had
Floyd Peete, Jr., son of Mrs. grade in the Memphis City was big-time. Mink was
bation,
"soul,"
a
unique
15 years old when she won been dieting.
numerous
her
sonality,
in t4t context of her
Ernest Cosby, 905 Lane Avenue, School System.
marriages,
r earthi- owp, 'professional label ability to properly in- an amateur contest in Chi- A
and Floyd Peete, Sr., of West Mr. Peete was graduated h e r special favorite.
close friend and busifrom Memphis State Universi- With her, Cadillacs were
terpret lyric s, and a cago's Regal Theatre.
Memphis.
ness and 'ilk often- ... The Queen.
ness associate, Ruth BowPlans are being made for a ty and is now enrolled in the common-place.
This small-time success
flaming ternper conAs The Queen, she sound 88 exclusive as a
en, was quoted u saying
wedding August 21 at the Cum- graduate school. This fall, he
led to a professional debut
But, like most stars, trived her controversi- ruled with unique total- Holies Royce.
mings Street Baptist Church. will enroll in the School of Law
she didn't know that
On this humble founda- in a Chicago lounge, where
The brade-elect was graduated at the University.
ity over her vocal doDinah, who was known to
fay' Carver High School and He is district circulation mantion, Dinah built Super- Lionel Hampton, the fammain.
take off upwards of 30
presently a senior at Mem- ager for a local publishing firm.
ous bandleader, found her
She was called a blues Stardom.
pounds at a time and
singer, b u t she was
gradually regain it bemuch more than that.
cause of her love for
She was a fine musicalorie-luded foods, ha d
cian, a singer with a
been seriously' dieting revoice as easily distincently.
guishable from others
While relatives, friends,
as
wag-that
of
Billy
and
physicians pondered
and
black
old,
young
and
As
CHICAGO
HUNTSV ILLE, Ala.,(NI — "simply untrue" the survey reHoliday, or Ella Fitz- Widespread racial discrimina- sults in his area.
banners and signs,
the exact cause of Dinah's
'
Dr. Martin Luther King, ad- white waved
the minister surrounded by
gerald. Many stars tion among "Head Start" pro- The Tuscaloosa project has death, her millions of fans
dressing an estimated crowd of SCLC and local leaders preachMonday's
called
and would-be stars com- jects in Alabama was indicat- been able to enroll only 140 mourned the untimeliness
30,000,
to
20,000
the gospel of non-violent died
according to the counrally "The greatest demonstra- rect action.
plimented her voice and ed in a survey conducted by children,
of her passing.
tion in the history of Chicago." He stated that we march
the Alabama Council on Hu- cil report. Dr. Nelson said
singing
style
with
their
actual enrollment was 285.
She had seemed ageless.
Dr. King said, "We asked for here today because we believe
man Relations.
The council, an interracia Her death was another
imitations.
10,000 but if my eyes serve me that Chicago, her citizens, and
The
Head
Start
project
is
a
of
active in the stud/
correctly, I think we ended up her social structure are in dire
Unlike the rock 'n' roll federally-assisted program sup- group
civil rights progress in Ala- episode in a series of nearwith between 20 and 30,000." need of redemption and reervised
by
the
Office
of
Econoflashes
and
the
gimbama,
in
a letter to member of inexplicable incidents of
winner
deNobel Peace Prize
form."
micky, hoaked-up h o t mic Opportunity created in the the Greater Birmingham Hu- the troubled times. Alreaclared that "Negroes have conNegro youths in
1964 Civil Rights Act.
tinued to flee from behind the He said that
successes of the past Discrimination in recruiting, man Relations council, point- dy the year had been turnbeen crippled eded out the importance of stuCotton Curtain, but now they Chicago have
also
to
pointed
few
years, Dinah earned enlisting and assigning teachers dents applying to transfer by ed upside down by the asfind that after years of inn- ucationally, andwhich white chilmanner
in
the
and
staff
was
noted
by
J.
her stardom the old,
Aug. 10 to "secure a meaningfince and exploitation, Chicacrippled by gerEdwin Stanfield in a study of ful measure of school desegre- sassination of President
, ias not turned out to be the dren also are school district
hard way, in the man- 14 school boards.
rymandering
new Jerusalem."
in Birmingham and Jef- Kennedy, t h e shocking
"closed classner of the fast-dim- The survey disclosed that gation
death of Big Daddy Lips.
As the crowd roared its ap- lines and by
ferson county."
inishing vaudevillians.
proval, Dr. King declared it was rooms."
only seven of the 14 programs
combo, the famous footKing
said
Chicago's
segDr.
only the form of segregation
She was born in Tus- canvassed have bi-racial staffs.
system had "deball player, the threatenthat has changed. He said, "We regated school children of conIt noted
that in those,
white
prived
caloosa,
Alabama. How there are further
protecting
the
educaing war clouds, the tragedy
now
are
white teachers
"a
few
difchildren
of
long ago that was: was and Aides working with Negro
tional and cultural shackles that tact with other
The First Baptist Church held of record-shattering airferent backgrounds and skin
are as binding as those of a color."
a secret she took with children."
its Annual Woman's Day last plane
crashes, unusual
Georgia chain gang.
Instead, Chicago citizenry
her to the grave. One "No Negroes are teaching Sunday at 7 P.M. Mrs. Vivian eruptions of nature.
,"The chains have now been ought to "demand total renoalthough
there
white
children,
Johnson
was
the
speaker
and
news report said she was
replaced by emotional strataare four Negro aides working in Mrs. Lois Johnson, directress.
vation of our educational sysAnd, now, death had
gem."
37 years old when she white centers."
tem," he declared.
Rev. A. H. Rice is pastor of the claimed the vibrant perCity school supt. II. D. Nel- church.
The Nobel winner said he bedied. Another said she
lieved that many white parson in Tuscaloosa, labelled as
The young people of Martin sonality of "Miss D."
was
39.
Some
people
said
ent's were not so much opposed
Tabernacle CME Church will
to integration as they were to
she was "much older
Present a round table discushaving their children inconsion next Sunday at 7 P.M. The
than 37 or 39."
venienced. But Negro parents,
topic for the discussion will be
he said, are trying to loosen
"The Responsibility of the
This confusion over her
the manacle of the ghetto" from
Church in the Anti-Poverty Proactual age was the sort
their children.
gram." Panelists are, Wonda
He added that there can be
be enjoying in whatever
Simmons, Brenda Cartwright,
no comparison between the inMichael Maneire, and the modValhalla that claims her
convenience
white
children
erator will be Mrs. Juanita
for
a
resident.
must suffer and the terrible
Smith.
need Negro children are sufHer parents named her
Mrs. Charline Avery and
fering," as a result of 300 years
Sunday School Superintendent
Ruth Jones. They
of segregation.
Robert Wade will give the
brought her to Chicago
evaluation. Rev. L. Johnson
when she was a mere
is pastor.
• • •
tot. They were religiMr.
and
Mrs. Tyrone Jones
ous, attended church
of St. Louis are visiting Mr.
The Artists and Models Soregularly.
AMAIN STUDENT COMand Mrs. Mildred Barnett, and
PLETES TRAINING — For- cial Club recently contributed
It was in church, that
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Carnes.
fifty dollars to the, Manassas
• • •
mer Arkansas AM&N student, High School Band for their trip
Dinah made her first COMPLETES TRAINING —
Airman Third Class Booker T. to the Elks convention which will
Mr. and Mrs Simeon Bledsoe,
Airman
Third
Class
Johnnie
L.
Kelley, Jr., son of Mr. and convene in Philadelphia August
public "performances," Ayers, son of Mrs. Mary L. and Mr and Mrs. Willie Ward
AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
are visiting Mrs.
Mrs. James W. Kelley of Ht. 14-20.
singing and playing. This Ayers, 1055 Fields Road, has in Los Angeles. Bledsoe's son Third Class Melvin Royster.
3. Marvell, Ark., has completMiss Jean Dixon, president of
completed
training
at
Lack.
• •
son of Mrs. Johnnie M. Bore
bed-rock musical expered r.S. Air Force basic mill- the club urges all Memphis soland AFB, Texas. He has been
Mary Agnes Buchanan ter, 334 F Dixie Mall. has
tary training at I,ackland AFB, cial clubs, business men and orience was to serve her I selected for technical
training
has been placed on the faculty been selected for training as
Texas, Ile has been selected ganizations to htty tickets to the
well throughout her as an aircraft equipment re- of
Rosenwald High School for an air policeman at Lackland
for technical training as an air dance, which will be held to
ALL DRESSED UP and some place to go. This
pairman
at
the
Air
Training
career. As a big star
AM. Texas. He enlisted in
the term 1965-66.
traffic specialist at the Air benefit the Manassas band's
Command
at
Chanute
is Dinah Washington, waiting to catch an airplane
AFB
Lttle Miss Tens R3y, daugh- Service a short time ago. He
In later years, one paid
Training Command School at trip, July 21) at the Club ParaAirman Ayers is a
of Mr. and Mrs. William Is a graduate of Manassas High
to another engagement in 1962.
hi-paler AFR,
dise.
as much as $150,000 an- graduate of Geeter High School ter
Ray, is on the ailing list. ,
School.

Miss Ellen Crowe To
Be Wed On August 21
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in-law, Captain Harold R. Sims is home from Viet Nam. Es- back by way of Ilighpoint, North Carolina to visit Eloise's
pecially happy is his wife, Lana Joyce who was with him in parents Mr. and Mrs. James Ross.
•
• Viet Nam until the President ordered all families of serviceDr. Flowers is holding the home front down and playing
men returned to the States.
nursemaid to the family pets.
Lana did her stint of duty also, she taught school over
Mrs. Lillian Newman is visiting her mother, Mrs. Beulah
•
•
there. Captain Sims will be stationed in Washington, D.C., Hill, in Detroit, Mrs. Newman was pleased to find that her
• and while there he'll get his master's in political science at mother, who is ill, is showing signs of improvement. She's alJohn Hopkins university in Baltimore.
so seeing her sisters Mrs. Lucille Foster, Mrs. Thelma LemAnd speaking of school, Mrs. Alma Booth, Principal of mons and her brother Shelton Hill.
•
•
Keel Avenue School is attending a workshop at the University
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway, is sightseeing in historic
a of
•
V4
Kentucky in Lexington.
Boston after the close of the forty-fifth Boule of Zeta Phi
•
Dr. and Mrs. Dearing E. King and their teenage daugh- Beta Sorority at New York's Waldorf Astoria. She has also
•
ter, Maedeira have returned to their home in New York City toured New Hampshire and Maine while in the East.
Id II •• II • II • II 111 •••
•••• II• after visiting with his sister, Mrs. Genetha Williams on McMrs. Lady Weed Turner of Cincinnati, Ohio is visiting
her brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Weed in
Kinley.
By ERMA LEE LAWS, Guest Columnist
Dr. King, pastor of Friendship Baptist church is a former the home on South Parkway.
graduate. He received his BacheMr. and Mrs. Sampson Allen on Baltimore have jetted
The trustees, faculty and students of LeMoyne College hon- Memphian and a LeMoyne
Howard University and an honorary doc- to New York City much to the delight of their grandchild,
ored their President Hollis Freeman Price for his election as lor of Divinity from
University in Louisville.
Cherri Kaye, who was making her first plane trip. The Aliens
moderator of the United Church of Christ during a reception torate degree from Simmons
Mrs. Ethel Smith on Edward Avenue was pleasantly sur- will visit some of their children, grandchildren and greatin the Balinese Room of the Claridge Hotel.
prised when her cousins Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Mann of Browns- grandchildren.
An ecumenical air prevailed as one observed the many
Mrs. 0. H. "Dub" Jenkins and her son have flown home
ville brought her cousin, Mrs. Georgia Hillman of Cleveland
many
different
faiths
homage
persons of
who came out to pay
after visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Wiletta J. Jones and her
down to spend a day with her.
to the distinguished though humble Dr. Price. There were
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Shannon and Mr. and Mrs. Grayson brother-in-law William Jenkins. But before returning to their
many high ranking governmental officials, educators, friends,
of Corinth, Mississippi were also here for a day visiting their New York home they stopped off in Detroit where Mrs. Jenmembers of LeMoyne's alumni and students whose presence
kins visited her mother, Mrs. Creasy Jones and was joined
brother and uncle Joseph P. Shannon.
showed the esteem in which this great human being who has
Captain and Mrs. Thurman Riley and their chlidren, Kel- by her husband, Mr. 0. H. "Dub" Jenkins who accompanied
walked with the lofty but refuses to lose the common touch,
vin, Gail and Gregory have been visiting her parents, Mr. his family home.
is held.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Holmes have glowing reports of the
and Mrs. Johnnie Holmes, from their home in Hampton, Va.,
1/4
Mrs. Price, was striking in a mauve lace dress which was where he is stationed in the Air Force.
wedding of their son, Leroy, Jr., and Miss Patricia Ann Roa perfect foil for her flawless tan. Her beautiful tresses were
Mrs. Riley is the former Miss Gloria Holmes and has chon at the Immaculate Heart of Mary Catholic Church in
handsomely swept up in a French roll. She was indeed beautibeen enjoying visiting her sisters and their families, Mr. and Lafayette, Louisiana.
ful as she stood beside her husband as he accepted the many
Leroy Holmes, Jr., is a probation officer in Philadelphia,
Mrs. Bennie Batts and Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Jr.
V4
plaudits extended him.
Mrs. Irma Lee Bonds of Chicago is visiting her aunt, Mrs. and his bride taught school in Lafayette. He is working on
Dr. Price was presented with a watch by LeMoyne and Alma Childs on Wellington, her aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. a master's degree at Temple university and she will begin
a scrapbook by the members of the Mississippi Boulevard Will Glasper and her cousin, Mrs. Daisy Laws and other rela- work on her master's this Fall. Both are Xavier university
Christian church. Memphis is honored to have such a citizen tives and friends.
graduates.
of his caliber. The thought always comes to mind whenever we
The Senior Holmeses maintain residences here and in
"Go West, Young Man, Go West", and that's exactly what
are in the presence of this gentleman, "He is of the manor
Mrs. T. C. Laney and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Simmons did Philadelphia.
born".
when they motored out to Los Angeles.
How'd you like to learn the Barracuda from an expert?
Helen and Longino Cooke decided to break the monotony
Zernia Peacock took the same advice and jetted out to That's what happened at the Quinn avenue home of Atty. A. A.
of the summer doldrums with a bash for teenagers in honor of
Los Angeles to visit her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Briscoe "Doc" Latting when he asked Aretha Franklin and memtheir teenage house guest Connie Reed who hails from the
and good friend, Mrs. Lena Miller who is former Memphian bers of her party to drop in for cocktails after her show
Windy City. Connie, a personable and cute petite teenager, is
here.
Lena Ruth Larkin.
the daughter of Mrs. Clarke Reed and the late Phillip Reed
Aretha's friend, Ann Boyer from Detroit could really dance
Lillie
Mary
to
Los
Angeles.
Mrs.
Todd
went
Her
also
of Chicago. They are long time friends of the Cookes.
much to the enjoyment of Johnetta Hozay, June and Aryls
There are definitely no doldrums when you have a lively great nephew, Roy McNeese came to get her and they moLatting and Carol Gibson.
bunch of teenagers with all their energy executing the latest tored out to visit his family.
TIC, interesting name eh? Well it means Teenage ImMrs. A. R. (Eloise) Flowers motored to the New York
dance craze as only they can' Teenage socialites enjoying
each other's company were Frank Stewart, who like the hon- Vyqld's Fair. Going along to help Mommy read road maps provement Club and its membership includes high school
oree is also from Chicago and is visiting his grandmother, were Arthur, Jr., Ricky, Elise and Denise. They'll be coming girls from the various city high schools. Purpose of the orMrs. Mildred Lewis and great grandmother, Mrs. Ruby Gills
on Mississippi Blvd, for the summer; Luke Weathers, Jr.,
Preservers
with his sister. Wanda, Priscilla Marr, Cecil Lincoln, Joyce
Cochrane, Frederick Brooks, Errol Johnson, Debbie North.
cross and her cousins. Rhynette and Thurman Northcross,
Jr., Michael Brown, Raymond Cooper, Shirley Peace, Maurice Swift, Sheila Grant and Elijah Noel.
Still others partaking of the delicious little sandwiches
which because of their size you consume mounds of 'em and
punch which tasted like nectar prepared for the gods were
Sandra Williams, Claiborne Davis, Jr., Patricia Dixon, John.
nie Brown, Janice Jones. Bertrand McClarin, Margaret Powell and James Spencer Byes, Jr.
Moth crystals sprinkled on and
Giving the Cookes an assist in chaperoning were her sisaround shrubbery will protect it
animal damage.
from
ter, Mrs. Theron Northcross, their neighbor, Mrs. Eugene
Brayon and your sciibe.
Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, wife of TSD's General Manager
Sentences are classified acand their daughter, Ethel Marie have returned from Chicago
cording to their structure, or
where they attended the wedding of Sandra Lewis, daughter form, as SIMPLE, COMPOUND,
of Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis life-long friends of the Seng- and COMPLEX.
stackes.
A simple sentence has but
This gave Ethel Marie a chance to visit with her cousins, one independent clause and no
Douglas and Fredericka Sengstacke, children of Mr. and Mrs. dependent clause: OUR TEAM
Fred Sengstacke and also an opportunity to visit the Dells LOST THE GAME.
up in Wisconsin. You remember the John Bunyan legend,
A sentence is a word or a
well everything is giant size there, pancakes, lollipops and
group of words expressing a
other things to appease the fancy of children.
complete thought. It should alJoy reigns in the home of the John Taylors on Jennette ways start with a capital
letand this is easily understood, their Bronze Medal winner son- ter: THE pencil has no lead.
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SOCIETY

Illerrg Go-Round
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

,

ganization is to help young ladies advance thsough knowlefige
and action and specifically to encourage high scholarship
achievement, to develop finer womanhood qualities, tirliecome informed American citizens and to give cominttAlty
service.
Sponsors of the group are Mrs. Mildred Turner, Mrs. Wilma
Suelng, Miss Mary Hargrow, Mrs. Gloria Lewis, Miss Otis
Watkins, Miss Lillian Fisher, Mrs. Barbara Watkins And
Mrs. Juanita Chambers. The organization is under the *pices of Alpha Kappa Sorority of which Miss Velma Lois ir
is basileus.
The TSC Social Club held its annual picnic on the bailtiful lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lenoir on Kendle. 'Mee
were the barbecued ribs, chicken and all the picinc farelut
the specialty was the lemonade prepared by Joseph Person
who refuses to divulge his secret recipe.
Members enjoying the pleasant outing were Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie Folwers, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. George Gilchrist, Mrs. Tulluha Blackwell and Mrs. Mamie Moton.
Officers of the club are George Gilchrist, president; Mrs.
Zelma Boyd, secretary; Michael Lenoir, chaplain and Mrs.
Clara Gilchrist, treasurer
A cheery hello to Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., who is in E. H.
Crump Hospital and a wish that it won't be too long before
we'll see that gracious lady working among her flowers at
her South Parkway home. Her daughter, Miss Marlon Spelt*,
who heads the Language Department at Bethune-Cookman
college is here with her and of course her son and daughterin-law, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., and her sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hutchins are heeding 1
every wish.
Miss Cecile Marie Tharpe is here visiting her brother,
Dr. Robert Maurice Tharpe, a local dentist, at Capri Manor,
and parents, Mrs. Robert P. Tharpe, Cleveland, Miss. She is
a speech therapist in the Chicago Public School system.
Heart stab victim dies — 2-24
A 26-year-old man, who was said to have died on the operating table and brought back to life when doctors massaged
his heart during open heart surgery died early Monday morning, and police charged his wife with murder.
The victim was Eddie Louis White, of 1473 Wabash, who
was stabbed with a seven-inch butcher knife on July 17, by his
wife, Mrs. Claudette Louise White, also 26, when he came
home drinking.
Mr. White was carried to John Gaston hospital and his
heart stopped beating while he was on the operating table and
was revived in what was considered a miracle by some persons, a massage of the heart itself.
The victim remained on the critical list until his death.
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MR. and MRS. %V. WARD

Miss Gloria Jean Massey Wed
In Ceremony At St. Andrew AME
Wedding vows were exchang- baby roses
for the ceremony were Mr. and,
ed recently by Miss Gloria Jean Best man was Clifford De- Mrs. James Massey. Chicago; .
Massey and William Ward in berry. Sr. Groomsmen were Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Massey.
the sanctuary of St. Andrew Jimmy Ward, Jr., brother of and daughter, Zion, Ill.; Mrs.
AME church with the pastor, the groom; Alfred Moore. and John White, Coldwater,
Miss.;
Rev. Elmer M. Martin, officiat- Ruben Walsh, Jr. Serving as Mr. and Mrs. Westley Massey,
ing.
ushers were Earnest A. Cole Olive Branch, Miss: Mr. and
The bride is the daughter of and Elmer Flowers, Sr.
Mrs. Willie B. Phillips, ColdMr. and Mrs. Earnest Massey The flower girl was little Miss water, Miss.
of 2034 S. Parkway East. The Lesa Carol lialfacre, daughter
Rev. and Mrs. Willie Massey,
bridegroom's parents are Mr. of Mrs. Raymond Cotton. The paternal
grandparents of the
and Mrs. Jimmy Ward, Sr., of ringbearer was Elmer Flowers,
bride, Olive Branch, Miss.; Mrs.
2277 Zanone St.
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Willie Ann Phillips,
grandmotGiven in marriage by her Flowers, Sr., and a cousin of
her of the bride; Walter Philfather, the bride wore a long the bride.
lips and Misses Johnnye and
gown of starched nylon over Music for the ceremony was
Evelyn White, cousins of the
taffeta. The fitted bodice had a played at the organ by Mrs.
bride, Coldwater, Miss.; Mrs.
scalloped neckline appliqued Leona Jamison.
Mattie Williams, West Memphis
with a band of Alencon lace em- COUPLE'S MOTHERS
Ark.
broidered with pearls and se- For her daughter's wedding,
quins, elbow length sleeves and Mrs. Massey wore a pink em- Also Mrs. Carrie Brunt and
chapel train.
broidered organza dress with a daughter, Bettye, Sardis, Miss.;
Her illusion veil, a half-hat white beaded pill box hat and cousins of the groom: Mrs. Ida
Loving, Como, Miss:; Mrs.
effect made of sprays of orange wore a corsage of orchids.
blossoms and pearls centered The groom's mother was at. Bettye Westly, and Miss Sallye
with crystals, and she carried tired in a beige crepe dress with Ward, Sardis, Miss.; Mrs. Adea white Bible topped with or an Alencon lace overblouse and laide Hamilton, Mrs. Frances
chids.
a hat of contrasting shades of Jones, and Mrs. Louise Gales,
BRIDE'S ATTENDANTS
beige and brown. Her corsage aunts of the groom.
OTHER GUESTS
Mrs. Clifford Deberry, Sr., was of chartreuse orchids.
was matron of honor, Brides- A reception for the couple was Other out-of-town guest presmaids were Mrs. Bobby Kresh. held at the home of the bride's ent for the nuptials were Mrs.
Alma A. Polk, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Mrs. Elmer Flowers Sr., aunt of parents.
the bride; Mrs. John Shannon, Hostesses and assistants at the Mr. and Mrs. Franklin McNeil,
Miss Rena Patrick and Miss reception were Miss Juanita Crawfordsville, Ark.: Mr. and
Faulkner, of Hernando, Miss., Bridges, Miss Thirkell Stovall, Mrs. Alex Harper, West Memcousin of the groom
Miss Mollie C. Smith, Miss Ver- phis, Ark.; Mrs. Mable Brownlee
The attendants were attired nealure Patterson, Mrs. E. A. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Knight, Mrs.
in pink floor-length gowns of Cole, Miss Lettie King, Mrs. Lil- Maude Gillispie, Miss Hattie
peau de sole with mint green lian Newman. Miss Claudine woolen and Miss Drewsy Pitts,
cumberbunda that extended to Stansbury and
Mrs. Callie all of Coldwater, Miss.
a hack how with panel. They Winfield.
After a Western
wedding
wore head pieces of pink roses RELATIVES PRESENT
trip, the couple will reside at
and carried bouquets of pink Out-of-town relatives present 1958 Carver Ave.
a
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OBACK FROM VIET NAM — Among guests attending reception honoring President Hollis F. Price of LeMoyne College at Hotel Claridge last week Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor of 631 Jennette, their daughter, Mrs: Lana Taylor Sims.

and son in-law, Capt. Harold R. Sims. Captain and Mrs.
Sims are back in the States after spending 18 months is
Viet Nam where the young captain served as chief of the
personnel processing branch of the U.S. Army.

Lt. Thelmus Rhodes, Jr.
Claims Bride In Texas

Teacher Wins
Free Vacation
To Hawaii

ZETAS AT BOULE—Members of the Tennessee delegation to the 45th annual boule of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority at
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York City assembled for
this pkture during the affair held Joy 11-16. On front row.
from left, are Mrs. Carlee Rodye, Memphis; Mrs. Ceciol
Hoslerig, Knoxville; Mrs. Marguerite Cox and Mrs. Annie
Naylor. Memphis; Mrs. Melba Lanier, and Mrs. Lois

pocringer, Nashville; and Augustine S. Quinn. Chatsfangs, and Mrs. Mabel E. Hudson, Memphis. On rear row,
from left, are Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway. and Mrs.
Velma McChriston, Memphis; Mrs. Agnes Lauderdale,
Chattanooga; Mrs. I.ucinda R. Walston, Nashville; and
Mrs. Mabel II. Scruggs, Chattanooga.

Miss Anthonetta Harrison, ceived his bachelor of science pha Psi fraternity.
short wedding Miss Ilenrilynn Colemann, a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John-'degree from Tennessee State Following a
university in Nashville, where trip, the couple will live in Wa- mathematics teacher at Lester
nie Van :Hook of Waco, Texas, he was a membr of eKappa Al- co.
High school, is the winner of
became the bride of Lt. Thelthe Hawaiian Vacation Sweepmus Rhodes, Jr., of Memphis,
stakes sponsored by the UnitTenn., during a ceremony performed by Rev. J. W. Williams
ed Surgical Steel company of
By DAPID NYDICK
sent. If the enforcer is not pre- child. This will depend upon his oandards. This will only eonin the Pleasant Olive Baptist
Montgomery, Ala.
Discipline is and has always sent the child may or may not age, the neighborhood, and his fu.e the child. If a change is
church in Waco.
needed, the child should know
Miss Coleman, who lives at been a most important aspect follow the rules. It will depend present development.
Lt. Rhodes is the son of Mr.
326 Tillman, Apt. B, teaches of parent-child relationships. It upon whether or not he thinks Do not expect a child to be the reason.
and Mrs. Thelmus Rhodes, Sr.,
children
A
of
group
h
Your child needs to know that
c
similarIperfect.
more
than he will be caught. It is
u
11481 Lipford St. in Memphis.
algebra and trigonometry at Involves 01
punishments and rewards for to the adult driver who staysHvho are playing will not be you have confidence in him.
wi.'6r her wedding, the bride
P. Lester, and is presently at- various kinds of behavior; within the speeds when helquiet. They can, however, be
i v e him responsibility, can
\tori a formal length white silk
cribs handle their children's be- thinks he will not be caught. 'expected to avoid dengerous that you trust him. This can
silhouette
princess
organza
havior will often affect the way The other major kind of dis-'and wild actions. If you are be done by explaining what he
gown. The skirt, topped by a
in which these children will act cipline can be called self-dis- having difficulty determining a should do and then permitting
bow at the back, flowed into a
cipline. It is the type which an standard, listen to a group of him to go off on his own.
as adults.
full 'chapel train.
There are two major kinds of individual imposes upon him- adults when they get together Parents should not go to exA crown of organza with
self, If this can be properly for a small party or discussion. tremes. Remember that selfdiscipline.
seeded pearls held her veil.
The one most commonly used achieved, it is obviously t h e The next step is to make sure discipline is excellent but there
_Carnations with a centered
and understood is that k ind I more desirable and effective, that the child knows what is is also a need for imposed dis'white orchid made up her bouwhich is required and enforced The individual who is self•dis- expected of him a n d under- cipline and the required superquet.
by an outside source. The teach- ciplined does not require con- stands why. He will surely need vision. There are times when
The maid of honor was Miss
reminders along the way. Chil- a child must be t‘ld that he is
er, principal, policeman, a n d stant supervision.
Joyee Arnold of Austin, Texas.
•
•
dren often forget when they are to. do a particular thing simply
parent are usually the enforcBridesmaids included Miss
ers. They obtain good and pro- How can a parent help their excited or involved in an inter- because his parent is telling
Sanira Brown, Tyler; Miss
him to do so.
per behavior because the chil- child develop proper behavior esting activity.
Peggy Harvey of Austin, and
I Another important part of dis- Discipline is needed for all
dren do not wish to be punish- patterns?
Miss Marie Woodson of HubThe first step is to become eipline, regardless of the type, children. It should be adminied.
bard, Tex.
and
This type of discipline werkslaware of what behavior is rea- is consistency. Do not keep stered with good judgement
eir dresses were of pink
•
and understanding.
their
requirements
changing
for
expect
to
pre-'sonable
is
enforcer
the
when
well
silk, linen with fitted bodices
and bell-shaped skirts. Pink
MISS H. COLEMAN
roses on their heads held tutle
of the same color and they cartending summer school at Atried long-stemmed pink roses.
lanta university, where she is
Capt. Joe Turner of Gramba candidate for a master's deWE HAVE
lin4 La., was best man.
gree.
Aupmsmen were Lt. Van Dyke
The trip includes free air pasWier, Washington, D. C.; Lt.
sage, hotel accommodations
Baltimore,
Godsey.
Elvintn
and travel for seven days in the
Mr.4 zlnd Lt. Lytle Allen Allen,
Hawaiian Islands and $100 in
All ta.
cash for expenses.
trick Kenl of Waco was
Miss Coleman is the daughter
ca le lighter. Kevin Van Hook,
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coleman
AT
tly, bride's brother, was ringof Somerville, Tenn.beater, and Annette Spruill was
the flower girl.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gary
Vas Joan Hulbert, accomPlayer of South Africa picked up
panied by Miss Evelyn Wil253 points in the June balloting
hair, was the soloist.
to easily outdistance Dodger
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Van
ace Sandy Koufax and race driver Jim Clark in the race for
Hook were hosts for the recepthe 16th annual S. Rae Hickok
jots, immediately following the
"Professional Athlete of the
wedding. Members of the house
Year" award.
pare/ include the groom's famMRS. THELMUS RHODES
ily, Mrs. Thelmus Rhodes, Sr.,
anci. Melvin Rhodes of Mem-[
phis.
HOWTO MAKE THE NEW DRINK
The bride is a graduate of
Carver High school in Waco
Starting August 2tut,
and earned her bachelor of
science degree from Texas
A Mad Wig Trader will be in Our Store
Southern university in Houston
of
member
where she was a
at 9:00 A.M., Come See for Yourself,
aka Kappa Alpha sorority.
a
at
teacher
presently
We is
Up To
Carver High school, Waco.
1 Rhodes is in Navigator
3.
tr ing school at, James Conmilky Air Force Base, Tex.
lie is a graduate of Lester
Hith school, Memphis, and re-

Whether To Discipline Or Not To
Discipline--That Is The Issue

l

FLIPPED
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SMIRNOFF MULE

7000

Weight Hund Tied Wig.

Ildies Club
Plans For.Tea

We Guarantee the Lowest Prices Yes Positively
Lowelt Prices.6

The La Fabulous Ladies Club
held its monthly meeting, recently, at the home of Mrs.
Sarah Hill, 1081 Peach Street.
Plans were made for a "White
Tea" which will be given next
month.
A tasty repast was served by
the. hostess.
The next meeting will be at
home of Mrs. Odessa Hurst,
Frisco.
Mrs. Lillie Burbidge is president of the club. Mrs. Sarah
Hill secretary, and Mrs. Alice
Ware, reporter.

Pour a jigger of Smirnoff
over ice. Add juice of
14 lime. Fill Mule mug
/
or glass with 7-Up'to
your taste. Delicious!
No wonder this new
party drink is sweeping
the country. Try a
Smirnoff Mule tonight.

io

It swings!

ONE HOUR SALE
2PM to3PM
Every Day

Approved Credit Application-No
Money Down 12 Months
To Pay

$99" Wigs For
Only 50"
Cash

Wife Preservers

fil
3w
/;•00.

USE YOUR CREDIT

--,,
'0,•Y----,
To hick nide* and *crotch** on
‘Iorie wrought Imo Furniture, fill
with a crayon. wit,. off ..coss,

•

• VODKA $o AND 100 PROOF. DISTILLED
It leaves you breathless skiioNorr
HEIJILSIN/, HARTFORD, CONN.
OF
(DIVISION
FI.S.
PROM GRAIN. Sit. PIERRE SMIRNOFF

94 SO. MAIN

525.1433
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'Negro Leaders Seen
At The World's Fair

•

.400

itTEENS ON TOUR — Among this group
standing at the entrance to Mammoth Cave
in Kentucky are 28 Y-Teens from the Sarah
H. Brown branch of the YWCA who made

a two-stage tour of interesting sites in Kentucky and Tennessee. The group visited
hattanooga. Nashville and Mammoth Cave
during the tour.

28 Y-Teens Take
Educational Tour
Twenty-eight Y-Teens from Boyd, Booker T. Washington;
the Sarah H. Brown branch of and Merle Griffin and Doretha
the YWCA recently went on }lodges, Lincoln Junior High
an educational tour of tourist at- School; Gwendolyn
Hughes,
tractions in the states of KenCorry Junior High; Regina
tucky and Tennessee, and the Bennett, Vandella
Bally, Joan
first stop for the group was
Bolden, Carnes; and Janice
Holiday Inn in Chattanooga.
Hill, Mary Brown, Irma Abston,
Sightseeing there took them
Jaceuelya Lee, Willie J. King,
to Rock City, Ruby Falls and Kathy Brooks and
Yvonne Satup the 2,500 foot incline to
terfield, Hamilton High.
Lookout Mountain and the
Others were Marcia Rogers,
Conkderama.
After a day in Chrttanooga, Gail Jones, Reba 'Dowdy, and
the group made a stop in Nash- Chrystal Jordan, Douglass
ville for a visit to the state High; Gail Phillips, Oates
capitol, the museum and the Manor; Annette Davis and
Shirley Gr antham, MitParthenon.
At Mammoth Cave in Ken- chell High: Gloria Lane, MelHolmes,
and
Anita
lucky, the girls enjoyed living rose;
in cabins and visiting the cave Capleville.
sites, from which they returned, Adult chaperones were Mrs.1
Mary Collier, Mrs. Lorence Os-I
to Memphis.
The tour group included Bar.i borne and Miss Barbara Neal.
bare Cain, Dallas Pegues, Ru-i Teen-Age director of the Sarah
bystene Lawson, and Christine Brown YWCA.

Vests Like Grandpa Wore
Stylish Mens' Fall Wear

WASHINGION, D. C. -- A theater and arts.
special display, The Achieve- There will also be a recreament and Progress of Negro tion of Harriet Tubman's fainAmerica created fr.; the Afri- ails "Underground Railroad."
can Heritage Orgi,nization will Also in the Harriet Tubman exe on display beginning Mon. iibit will be "The Harriet TurnJuly 19, in the m.iin auditorium nan Quilt" which was purchasat the Demonstra Ion Center of al by the National Council of
Negro Women through the ef
he New York World's Fair.
The pictorial review of his- forts of Mrs. Howard Thurman,
orical Negro achievements Chairman of the Library and
will be shown daily from 10:00 Museum Department. The quilt
was designed by Ben Irwin and
A.M. til 10:00 P.M. through
executed by the History Quilt
Oct. 17.
Club of Mann City and SaulAn exhibit of Mary McLeod sallte, California.
Bethune, educator and founder, The special exhibit of "MA
Naticnal Council of Negro Wom- Bethune as she was fondly callen, is a special feature among ed is designed to show life
many other outstanding Ne- pictures commemorating h e r
groes selected by members of 90th birthday and the Tenth Anhe African Heritage Organize- niversary of her death.
ion.
The National Council of NeThis special World's Fair exgro Women, which Mrs. Bet
hibit will include outstanding
Negroes in the fields of sci- hune served actively as Presience, military, politics, sports, dent from its founding in 1935
to 1949, is currently conducting
a nationwide campaign to erect
a memorial to Mrs. Bethune in
Lincoln Park, Washington, D.C.
The Bethune memorial copy
,can be seen at the Demonstration center.
Born of slave parCnts in South
Carolina on July 10, 1875 Mrs.
Bethune was educated in South
Carolina, North Carolina and
Illinois. Consumed with a desire to help others, she opened
a small school in DayLona
Beach, Florida, with only five
girls as students. Today, this
little school has grown into the
thriving Eethune-Cookman College.

BEAUTIFYING SOUTH MONTGOMERY
—Some 28 gas lights have been installed
on South Montgomery st. in an effort to
Improve the scenery, and a Certificate of
Merit has been presented to Mrs. Azzie
L. Dillihunt, president of the South Montgomery Block club for leadership in the

beautification program. Standing by one of
gas lights, from left, are Mrs. James S.
Byas, City Beautiful Commissioner; Mrs.
M. L. Robinson, publicity director of the
club; Mrs. Theresa Manning, member ef
the City Beautiful staff, and Mrs. DIMhunt.'
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SEEK FINANCIAL AID
Examining applications from students seeking financial assistance to study at North Carolina College is NCC's acting
dean of students, John L. Stewart, and two secretaries for
the school. About 925 students are expected to receive loans
under the program, which is jointly sponsored by the federal government and NCC

DANBURY, Conn. — Hundreds of police outfitted with
tear gas and clubs continue to
patrol the streets here hoping
to prevent a second possible
riot between white and Negro
Vests for men will appear on presentatives from the Illinois
youths. State police are stand sales tickets this fall, says Chi- Men's and Boy's Apparel Club. Subtle stripes for shirts, sport fabrics for fall.
•••00-41.
ing Ly iI needed.
cago retailer Jack Hodnett. The panel suggested that as- suits and ties are "in." For exAnd closely fitted suit coats, cots would be worn with sport ample, slacks to wear with a With the development of doThe firt occurrence took
Paisley ties like Grandpa used coats. Another neck trim, dick- Burgundy jacket might be steel mestic madras, these plaids can placc Saturday.
to wear and pastel shirts will be ies, may catch on this fall for gray with a thing, subtle strip- be found in nearly every item
Five youths, including a juof apparel. For example, madsold with them.
wear with sport shirts and ing of Burgundy, a good color ras shirts come with belts and venile, were arrested. Two perDuring the recent State 4-H sweaters.
sons were removed to hospifor fall.
handkerchiefs to match.
Club Week Conference held on Sweaters may be flat or they Corduroy
and
hop-sacking Jackets are seen in shorter tals — one a Negro hit by a
the University of Illinois cam- may have the brushed look.
sport slacks will take hard versions, often with the western police blackjack, the other a
pus, members heard tips on Some will be made of a velour wear,
especially if their fiber look or the fur look. "Bench- white knifed oy a Negro.
teen-men's toggery. Speaking at fabric. Several fall lines use content will
A fist fight between a white
take a permanent- warmer" jackets usually have
the conference were Marjorie the full-saddle shoulder line press
finish. Manufacturers are hidden hoods to zip in or out. and Negro youth started the
Sohn, U. of I. extension cloth- rather than the classic set-in working
hard to put a perman- And the shirt-jac is still a favor- melee. Several hundred teening specialist, and a panel of re- sleeve.
agers spilled out of two dances
ent press in a wide variety of ite .
to join the fracas. One of the
dances was at the Elks Hall
and the other at the nearby
Universalist Church.
THE TITTER PATROL' — Suoth Montthe praise of Commissioner Pete Sisson
More than 500 battlers spilled
gomery at. is kept clean by the "Litter"
and Mrs. Anne Shafer, chairman of tlae
onto Main Street here, snarling
Patrol" under the leadership of Mrs. R. I.
City Beautiful Commission, for their et.
traffic before they were disJohnson. Residents on the block received
forts to Improve the area.
persed.
But the battle surgei to two
matching gas lights which illudrive-in restaurants, where nominate the block at night. The
lice tackled the fighters with
lawns are neat, well-trimmed,
elides and tear gas.
and there is an abundance of
It was the second such disorflowers.
AI
A
U
A A
der in the city in recent months.i
The boys in the block are orIn April, 22 persons were ar- 1
ganized into a "litter patrol"
rested when police broke up a.
under the leadership of Mrs.
rumble.
Residents of South Montgo- was presented a certificate of R. I. Johnson. The patrol keeps
Mayor J. Tayer Bowman said, mery Street received the praise merit for exceptional leader- the street clean and litter-free.
"I am deeply disturbed. This of the City Beautiful Commis- ship.
The South Montgomery Block
is a deep seated problem. We sion last week for their out- A unique feature of the beau- Club was organized by Mrs.
are trying to meet and solve standing effort in community tification program and an ex- James S. Byes of the City
it and we'll need the coopera- beautification and the president ample of their community pride Beautiful Commission and ef, lion and participation o fevery- of the South Montgomery Block is that twenty-eight of thirty. forts are being made to have
one to do so."
Club, Mrs. Azzie L. Dillihunt, eight homes are lighted by such clubs throughout the city
by City Beautiful.
Mrs. Anne Shafer, Chairman
of the City Beautiful Coil.
sion, said, "The South Mo
mery Block Club is a splen
GALAXIE "500"
example of what can be done
when citizens develop civic
4-DOOR SEDAN
pride and responsibility. W e
are very proud of what they
have accomplished. It is one of
the prettiest streets in the
city."
Commissioner of Public Works
Pete Sisson, who signed the
Certificate of Merit along with
the Mayor, commended Mrs.
Byes for her leadership in the
project. Commissioner Sisson,
GALAXIE "500"
who appointed Mrs. Byas to the
City
Beautiful Commission, has
2-DOOR HARDTOP
promised the Commissioner who
organizes the most block clubs
a trip to Washington, D. C., for
the presentation of the "Nation's
Cleanest City" award.
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1965 RAMBLER
CLEARANCE

OR THIS

MUSTANGS!

IMMEDIATE AS LOW
DELIVERY AS

$2095

11 FREE MUSTANGS
TO BE GIVEN
AWAT—REGISTIR
NOW . . .

OAKLEY FORD

1048 UNION
2255 LAMAR

"WE LEASE ALL MAKES AUTOS"
"ANY TIME. ANY PLACE"

"THE BIG FORD SUPERMARKET"

FULL PRICE

272-3431
452.4291

RAMBLER _
"Mid-South's Largest Rambler Dealer"

2516 POPLAR

458.8521

WASHINGTON — Senate and
House Conference Committee
members have reached agreements which will boost Social
Security into the realm of medical care.
In a Joint session. members
of the two Houses accepted an
unprecedented plan under which
the government will pick up the
tab on hospital insurance for
the aged, and subsidize medical
expenses.
Upon formal House and Senate approval, the plan is to he
whisked to the White House for
the President's signature and
implementation by Septembe

A
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Rifle Spray
Wounds 2
NY Children

"OPERATION DEADEYE" - Marine Air
Reservists (left to right) Private First
Class John Gage and Lance Corporal William L. Rice are pictured loading bombs
on one of the A4B "Skyhawk" jet attack
aircraft for "Operation Deadeye" in which
they are participating while on training
maneuvers. The mission of "Operation
Deadeye' is to train assigned Marine Air

Reserve units in current Anti-Air Warfare
concepts and operational procedures; to
improve their readiness capabilities." The
Memphis pictured are with the Marine Attack Squadron 221, which is a Marine Air
Reserve Squadron based at the Naval Air
Station, Memphis. Approximately 2,000 Marines are participating in "Operation Dead.

Universal Signs Talented Actor
by one of
James S.
Cr; Mrs.
.1- of the
ember el
re. Dilli-
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KKK Holds Big Rally at Bogalusa

BOGALUSA, La. - (UPI) - a catfish supper that preceded among the crowd They told men in white sheet-robes.
Glare from burning crosses the rally. A four-piece hillbilly in the audience they could get A late afternoon shower cut
flashed off a big diamond ring band played "The Old Rugged application forms as they drovel the 96-degree heat, making the
on
the left hand of the youthful. Cross," "Cotton Fields" and out the pasture gate.
evening damp but bearable.
YORK - Police
NEW
gestured "Dixie."
Vendors walked about in thel The site of the rally, is the
searched for two teenage youths looking man. He
vigorously
when
he
called
civil
Gazing
over
almost a sea of oppressive evening humidity rolling Pearl River Valley, took
who sprayed a Bronx play"tennis•shoe- con'ederste banners, Shelton hawking Confederate flags of on a natural haze as the Southground with rifle fire, wound- rights workers
wearing
sex
perverts"
said
the
civil
rights
movement several designs, recordings of land dusk arrived.
ing two children.
The speaker wore a neat, dark was a Communist front, lie Southern anthems and anti- The eerie glare of the spotA 5-year-old boy and his 7- suit and a black
necktie, be- urged his audience to unite to civil rights literature.
lights on the speakers and the
Year-old sister were hit by the hind him stood
20 men wearing defeat it.
It was a family affair, spec- unsettling flare of the blazing
fusilade of 22-caliber bullets. robes of the Ku Klux
Shelton
Klan.
nes er
specifically tators ranged from a four- crosses heightened the dramaBoth were reported in fair con- Robert Shelton, 34, of
Tusca- mentiened Rogalusa, where 200 month old girl decked out in full tic effect.
dition at a hospital.
loosa, Ala., Imperial Wizard of Negroes marched on city hall
Shelton told a few jokes at the
As-gels 1'alentin and her the Ku Klux Klan, was stir- and six civil rights workers got Klan robes to grandmothers expense of President Johnson,
and an SO•year-old woman with
brother Carlos were playing rounded by thousands of taen, service in four previously white
Atty. Gen, Nicholas DeB. Ratwith a group of children in the women and children on the restaurants with only one incl• one leg.
There was almost every varie- zenbach, the late Mrs. Eleanor
housing
project
playground smoky hillside cow pasture.
dent.
ty of southern white person; Roosevelt, Dr. Martin Luther
They had paid $1.50 each for Klan recruiters
when the shots rang out.
en cut sled
Neatly dressed couples, teen- King Jr. and former presiPolice said Carlos was hit
agers out for a lark and sun- dential aide Walter Jenkins.
by the first of five shots and his
reddened rural types looking
Then he accused Johnson and
sister was struck a moment lafor the chance to proclaim their Katzenbach of taking part in a
ter.
opinions of the strife in Bogs' conspiracy with "Atheistic,
When police arrived on the
loss.
ant1•Chrlst Communists." He
scene, the playground was full
The Confederate stars and predicted they would destroy
of hysterical mothers and chilbars were everywhere-on shirts, A m eric a.
dren. At first Mrs. Valentin
dresses hats and on flags seem- Again and again, Shelton lashthought her children had been
WASHINGTON
The
(UPI)
BOGALUSA,
La. (UPI) - ingly held in every hand.
struck by rocks, but minutes
ed out at "Justice Department
later, two window washers told House voted Thursday to double Nine Negroes and a white civil One woman wore a Confede- pimps" he said were standing
federal
spending
on
President
patrolmen:
"Hey,
officers,
rights wotlier failed in one bid rate flag dress. On the dress on the fringes of the crowd. He
Johnson's "War on Poverty"
somebody just fired at us."
to integrate a restaurant Thurs. was a picture of Gov. John J. said they were afraid to come
and
to
of
govpower
curb
the
The men brought with them
into the middle of things beday, but were successful at a McKeithen of Louisiana.
a sulg they had dug out of a ernors to veto locally operated second previously segri•gated A dark patch had been past- cause they "can no longer stand
governor's
ed
over
hair
the
in
wall near where they were projects to help the poor.
to
be among white,people."
cafe.
Legislation authorizing El 9
the picture, giving it the vague "Take it all down" he shouted.
working.
I illion for Sargent Shrivel's Of- They ate a :unch of hamburg- appearance of kinky hair.
fice of Economic Opportunity ere and ehaesebursers and left "Big, Bad John," said a leg- "And get it right hack to your
boss in Washington."
GRANT FOR NEWSMAN'S SON (0E0) in the 12 months that without an incident. Three white end beneath McEeithen's picNone of the speakers menbegan July 1 was passed by the perons were arrested and haul- ture.
ATLANTA -(NPI)-Physics House on a roll call.
ed away by police at one of the McKtithevi intervened person- tioned the arrest of Noel Vail,
28, a white man,. in Bogalusa,
major William Gordon, son of It now goes to the Senate, restaurants.
ally in an attempt to solve Bo•
•
•
former Atlanta Daily Word where it is not expected to
gaiusa's racial problem last yesterday.
enmanaging editor, William Gor- counter any serious difficulties. AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI)
Vail was arrested and charg- A week but failed.
don Sr., has been named reci• • •
bloodstain found in the abandonNewsmen were escorted to ed with disturbing the peace as
pient of the 1965-66 Radio Cor- COLUMBUS, Ga.,
(UPI) - ed car of a pretty University and from an arts in front of the civil rights workers left the Virporation of America scholarship Police Thursday arrested 15 ra- of Texas coed Thursday spurred speakers
stand-a
flatbed ginia Inn after eating lunch.
at Clark college. Young Gordon cial demonstrators who picket- the search for the girl and a truck-by robed Klansmen, pis- Police said they found a 38-caliis the first physics major at ed a segregated barbecue res- companion, both
missing since tols easily visible through slits ber pistol in Vall's car.
Clark to win the scholarship taurant that serves only whites Sunday.
since RCA began making the in the Negio section of the city.
Police emphasized that the
awards at the college nearly 10 Three teen-agers were among
stain - a few dro2s of Hood years ago.
nil Negro demonstrators taken was too small to be considered
into custody and charged with evidence of violence, although in
violating a city ordinance for- their statewide alert for the girl,
bidding demonstrations unless officers said "foul play was
five hours notice is given.
feared."
i
Kindly send me the Tri-State
I

House Doubles Moneyl
For 'War On Poverty'

Actor Don Marshall has be- Jews was moved to comment Sunday either horseback riding
nine the first Negro to sign a that it was "one of the most or playing football. He is eslong term contract (for both effective, hard-hitting brother- pecially proud of an antique
motion pictures and television) hood programs ever witnessed" coin collection which boasts a
adth Universal City Studios and that it was "quite unusual "flying eagle" penny and a
and, in a manner of speaking, to have something so compe- three-penny piece.
it all started as mere child's tently done." Lil Neville, Chair- "I have four words for young,
man of the Community Belaplay.
would-be actors," states MarMany children "play" at be- timis section of CORE, asserted shall. "Get your education
that
it was "well done, realistic
ing actors. Don and his twin
first."
brother, Douglas, often "acted" and effective; a valid comment
out roles from their favorite on our current racial probstories. However, later on when lems." Hollywood's Daily VaDon had joined the Army he riety had nothing but praise for
was persuaded by a buddy, the actor's portrayal, stating
II:Peter Brynn (son of actress that "Marshall turned in a truly
chairs."
of a state senator. And this,
Defender to address below
Claire Trevor), to try out for fine performance."
According to the Southern
the role of Star Buck in the As is the case with most sucsystem, it seems to me, must i
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
Regional Council, of 12 circuit
service production of "The Rain cessful thespians, the road from
court judges and 65 district be changed.
Maker." Ile got the part and "play-acting" child to polished'
what happened to him since and controversial star is usually
court Judges, not a single one Recent Presidents who elo- I
is Negro. This amazing statis- quently championed the rights
then is far from child's plays
, a rough one. Marshall, after
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Before he left the service graduating from high school in
tic comes from a region in of Negro citizens for full citiTO
San
in
the Army, By
Diego, serving
Marshall portrayed Lennie in
which nearly half the popula- zenship
Whitney M. Young, Jr.
. 1
have gone along with
"Of Mice and Men," and Bill and studying dramatics at L.A.
tion in some states is colored
National
.1
1...ban
City
UCLA.,
College
and
League
rein "Death of a Salesman."
and in which there are obvious- diehard Dixie senators In apExecutive Di,..cto1
Leaving the Army and coming calls entering the most painpointing rank segregationists
ly
qualified
hundreds
of
Negro
1
to Hollywood, he appeared in fully trying phase of his career.
Zone No
attorneys standing in line for to the bench. In decision after I SITTART Address
stage productions of "Hat Full He had decided to study un1
decision,
such
men
have I City
judgeships.
Stott
of Rain," "The Big Knife" and der noted TV director-actor Despite unprecedented assur- since 195S and
.1 ,
shown
incapable
themselves
of
I
adds,
"no
one Part of the blame must be
"Dope."
Bob Gist, who let him attend
a '
ances by U.S. Atty. Gen. will ever know how many more laid at the doorstep of the upholding justice and the deHis next rote was that of a classes even though he w a s
Supreme
cisions
of
Court
our
victims
lie
awash
in
the lPrestdents who make such
young doctor in the film, "The broke. Many nights he had to Nicholas Katzenbach, Negro swamps
and bayous of the pointments.
routinely have been flouted.
Most
Interns," followed by several hitch hike to classes while hold- citizens a r e deeply troubled
Deep
South."
elvaJohnson's
President
Protocol and custom are formade lifetime Federal bench
TV assignments, including four ing an odd assortment of jobs: over
"Chrysler Theater" roles, five metal bender at Convair, mail- tion of former governor James Writer Charles Morgan, Jr., appointments are at the behest midable adversaries. It is no
who
compiled the list of vic"Alfred Hitchcock Hour" erg. man, milkman, construction P. Coleman of Mississippi to
tims, makes this telling point;
ments, two "Kraft Suspense work, and a position with the the Federal bench.
"In
Department.
Revof
Internal
all the above killings, not
Theater" spots and appearances
Southern judges ,of Coleman's
on "Channing," "Donna Reed." enue. His insatiable desire to emotional persuasion have tra- a single conviction has been
professional
be
actor
a
finally
"Glynni.; John." "The Lieutenditionally upheld segregationist obtained."
r
paid off when Universal's Jere
ants," "Rawhide" and "T h e Hohahaw
maned him to a long, policies, have defied Federal Recently, we know that the
ants," "The Rogues." He also
laws,
and have compiled ugly FBI has been stepping up its
*acted with the Richard Boone term, multiple centract.
records of dismissing numerous urgently needed infiltration of
i Now that his acting career is
Repertory V'orkshop.
I cases in which southern whites lawless, extremist groups. But
94.
Perhaps the most memo--ram
e'somewhat established, Maral: were accused of acts of vio- the FBI-as in the Liuzzo case
of
marshall
has
been
able
to
take
- and controversial lence against Negro citizens. -can only compile the facts.
shall's roles was his stirring more active part in community
18,, Look magazine recently car- It cannot sit as judge and jury.
portrayal of the rebellious activities. On December
.
.
pres. ried a revealing editorial a • Yet, as Morgan argues,
young Negro in "The Lieuten- 1964, he was elected vice
growing
list of "Southern justice is segregatfor
us
the
lsing
of
the Beverly Hills-Hol- i
ants." The show caused such ident
ed. Judges, juries, sheriffs, podiscussion that the Defense De- lyuood chapter of the NAACP'1Negro and white Americans lice, troopers
and FBI agents
partment refused to grant a and he has become one of the murdered in the South.
are white. So are jailers baiseal of approval on grounds group's most active members. The magazine, commernoratthat the story, dealing with He was also one of the loon- ing the first anniversary of the liffs, marshals, lawyers, stenosegregation, left neither the ders of NAFA (Negro Actors deaths of the three young graphers, clerks and coroners
511115 Op. 6.000
white group nor the black in a for Action) now headed by I rights workers slain in Missis- who command southern courthouse
and
jails
and
electric
favorable light. However, Ster- van a.lixon.
sippi, counted 15 persons killed
topl0tely
m
ling W. Brown of the National The six foot tall, strikingly
Conference of Christians and handsome actor spends everyn
$
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new low electric
rates compare
with other cities

Exhumed Body Proves Dud
NEW Y( RK - (UPI) - Al County medical examiner
second autopsy on the body of David Spain. Pr. Spain had been
a Negro ex-convict fatally requested by the Congress of
wounded by a white policeman Racial Equality (CORE) to athas disproved allegations he bad tend the operation.
CORE and other civil rights
been shot in the back of the
Vend.
groups had charged palice bruBrooklyn Dist. Atty. Aaron tality after the incident which
a crowded street
Knots, who is conducting a occurred on Bedford-Stuyvesant
grand jury investigation of the corner in
mobs
• shooting, obtained a court or- section where last summer
for three
der tr exhume the body of Nel- rioted and pillaged
son Erhy. 28. Reports had been nights.
circulating among civil
According to police reports,
rights groups that the body patrolman Sheldon Liebowitz
bore "puzsling wounds," es- was attempting to arrest Erby
pecially an alleged puncture
when the
wound behind the dead man's for disorderly conduct
scuffle
left ear. Eidiy's innther re- Negro broke loose and a
portedly has contended that her ensued. Liebowitz said Erby
grabbed his gun and shot him in
son was shot from behind.
the arm. The patrolman said he
Dr. Milton Halpern, chief city
then managed to regain the
medical examiner and a noted
with the help of a Passt h e weapon
pathologist, performed
ing trucker and killed Erby
autopsy and released a statewhen he advanced again.
ment reporting "no evidence of
any injury to the head or scalp."
Koota, who earlier had said
the second autopsy was orany
dered "to eliminate
&doubt" as to the findings of the
oiiginal medical report, tacked
a terse con,ment onto Halpern's
statement.
''This report speaks for it
self," said the prosecutor.
Also present at the new autopsy was tomer Westchester

BIG
BILLS?

SALESMEN
WANTED
3 Furniture Salesmen
Wanted
No Experience Necessary.
Call 523-1563

AMILYFURNITURECO.
1049 Chelsea

•

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARKEYES
that's who!
Aod orange and lime and
grape and lemon and mint.
too ... each added to the
world's tonest vodka. Just
pour over ice, add a mixer
it you wish, and enjoy.

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
Is
PROOT • PREPARED AND comicsHY
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT,
KY

RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL POWER-MONTHLY BILLING
250 KWH

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
. 5.00
West Memphis, Arkansas .. 7.53
Southaven. Mississippi .......7.64
Little Rock. Arkansas
. . 7.92
Jackson, Mississippi . .
7.54
St Louis. Missouri . . ... 7.25
New Orleans. Louisiana ..... 7.17
Atlanta, Georgia
. 6.10
Birmingham. Alabama
. 5.51
Dallas, Texas
7.67
Louisville, Kentucky
6.20
Chicago,
7.56

500 KWH

750 KWH 1000 KWH

6.90
978
958
11 70
948
10 37
12 51
860
873
10 51
895
10 04

7.90
13 53
12 33
14 57
12 23
14 25
16 59
11 40
11.73
15.02
13.05
13.72

1190
17.28
15 08
17.45
1496
18 62
20 68
14 20
14 73
19 58
1905
18 25

Average Bills for Cities of 2500 Population or More
500 KWH
750 KWH
1000 KWH
- 10.61
- 14:51I
18.86
-

250 KWH
7.43

NEW
DEAL
COMPARE THESE VALUES
With Any In The Mid-South

'65 Ford Galaxie 500

$2795

'65 Dodge 440
'65 Falcon Futura
Di r-conditinne.'
'64 Chevrolet Belair
4-flonr.fill pnw,r, IA, iv,"
'64 Chevrolet Impala

$295
lag
$1995
619.95

r, hardtop, 327 V•Ii
2-Do
,

pow0r ai

it'd w 'while

tr.ry All.
Memphis rates effective January 1, 1965. All other rates frorn Federal
Power Commission "Typical Electric Bills -19154" representing rates
\........
in effect January 1, 1964.

CASH FAST!
Here's an easy solution on how to ease the
"bite" on your income when if comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payback consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
during the week.

Use electric power
for better living
at lower rates

mr. straight

'64 Chevelle Station Wagon . $1695
'63 Tempest LeMans
$1495
'64 Ford Fairlane 500
$1695
“. t, AutnenAtir. 110. to
'63 Buick Special
.,. ...$1695
•. , - .., 1 1..1.0 ...D V, 1{.,,,• V.5, IWO:
;Wtra 0 l.-0n
'63 Chevrolet Impala
81795
"r. he,iitnn. VA, wtrnIght clIkr. 110AI nw•
'62
Chevrolet
Impala
S I 595
4 .1.„, 1,,,,i,j, 5,1 p,wer /0 fAcloty
ale 1 owner.
'62„ Buick LeSabre
- '2,,l.,••0. 1,10,11,,p .10! Sir' k, fully equloortet. $1695
'60 Olds 88
$995
4
,
1 4111
f I,s air. Me new.
'59 Buick Electra
$795
Air ,,,m1111,1.01.
'62 Pontiac Catalina
$1595
4-'or. lia/dtop.
lull power t, Dar.

'62 T-Bird
• f

$1895

with t01
k nlr. Exlla clear,

,
r

CrImplr!•

VOLKSWAGENS
'64 Volkswagen •
'63 Volkswagen -.
'62 Volkswagen
'63 Karman Ghia
'58 Volkswagen
All VW'.

$1395
$1195
S1095
S1395
$795

00% GlIATATIE••

haeffer
motors.Inc.

•
Easy

Fast

To
Repay

Servic•

NPIX‘td
FINANCE COMPANY

• 152 MADISON
Phone 525-7611
• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581

3254 HIGHWAY 5 1 SOUTH
iM

MEMPHIS LIGHT, OAS
& WATER DIVISION

wHiTsHAvie

NEAR CROOKS tOAD

396.1239
Sul hrtrleed Muller

DEFEN
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Sojourner Truth Was
Human Rights Pioneer

Dean Of Tougaloo
Named Vice President

SAT

:
TOUGALOO, Miss. — Dean the Advancement of Colored
A. A. Branch of Tougaloo col- People, Mississippi Council on
lege has been appointed vice Human Relations, and the Unitpresident of the college, accord- ed Church of Christ at Tongaing to an announcement by loo; president of the Gulf
Tougaloo's President George A. Coast Athletic Association and
Isabella Baunfree was a Ne- your talk than I do tor the bite several years in Ohio and work- Owens.
of
Robinson
with
Marius
ed
woman
who
felt
so
stronggro
of a flea."
Dean Branch, who has served
Salem who was editor of the as academic dean of the colly for freedom, women's Atlas
and temperance that she left • "Perhaps not," she answered "AntiSlavery Bugle." An abo- lege since 1952, will head the
her job as domestic worker to back, "but, the Lord willing, litionist Parker Pillsbury said office of career planning and
, of her that "I never saw when placement.
preach for these causes.
I'll keep you scratching."
She herself was born a slave Sojourner Truth traveled to she did not scatter her enemies In making the announcement,
with dismay and confusion."
in New York City in 1797. Midwest, Ohio, Michigan, and Later she was to settle in Bat- President Owens said, "The
college is most fortunate to
When New York state abolish- Indiana to preach her mission. tle Creek, Mich.
have someone of Dean Branch's
ed slavery, she became free, She carried with her a white
the
of
friend
She
was
the
but her master refused to let satin banner on which was lowly and it was this group's talent and experience to call
upon at this time. . . The inforher go. She ran away, leaving inscribed:
cause that she • championed, mation which he will gather
her children behind. When she "Proclaim liberty throughhome
with
from
graduate schools and calearned that her five-year-old out the land to all the Inhabit- but she also was at
son, Peter, was being -sold in- ants thereof" The same quota- the prominent. She visited Har- reer areas will greatly accele!to Alabama slavery, she went tion, from the Old Testament, riet Beecher Stowe, aJthor of rate the preparation of students
for new opportunities now
to the courts.
Is inscribed on the Liberty the
novel, opening up for qualified pershaking
nation
After a long, hard fight and Bell. She hung this banner on
much litigation, she freed him. the lecture platform and it at- "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Mrs. sons."
She knew then that this was tracted many people to hear Stowe wrote about her visit TAUGHT AT LeMOYNE
only the beginning in the fight her. After her lecture she with Sojourner Truth in the At- A native of Virginia, Dean
for freedom for her entire peo- would sell copies of her biog- lantic Monthly. The article was Branch received the Bachelor
of Sciences and Master of Arts
ple.
raphy, "The Narrative of So- a very favorable account.
DEAN A. A. BRANCH
degrees from Virginia Union
Mrs. Baunfree "felt the call" journer Truth" was published
come to her and it told her in 1850 by Olive Gilbert, a One of the many bright spots university; M.A. degree in
in her ifte was her visit with science and two years of addi- Frontiers International Comm ,de,
she must give up her work as white friend.
tional study at Columbia Uni- .nity Service Organization.
Si. Robinson and C. F. Morris, Memphis; a domestic servant and preach At a women's rights conven- President Abraham \Lincoln
SUPERVISORY TRAINING WORKSHOP
, versity. He studied administra- He is a former member of
Harper,
and
T.
Nashville;
L.
against
injustice.
This
Mills,
she
did
R.
CaroW.
North
department
of
—The Agency
tion in Akron, Ohio, in 1852 She told him "I thank the Lord tion at Harvard University in the National Science Institute
C. Watson, Birmingham, and J. T. Ed- even if it meant insults and at she asked the ehairlady for the you were the instrument 10. 1954.
lina Mutual Life Insurance company held
and American Chemical Socitimes
facing
violence.
orrow,
same
third
Nashville.
On
wards,
floor. Immediately, a man ob- ected by Him" to
a supervisory training workshop for manset the Ne- Before coming to Tougaloo, ety and served as acting presiMrs.
Apparently
Baunfree
manager,
Nashder, are ('. B. Campbell,
jected to her having the right
Dean Branch served as profes- dent of Tougaloo College in
agement personnel of the states of Alaville; A. Manly and T. Barnette, Mont- was not satisfied with her to speak. There seemed to be gro free. The President showed sor of chemistry and head of 1955.
bama and Tellliebbee at Tennessee A & I
name
and
she
felt
she
must
her
a
Bible
given
him
by
the
some objection to a Negro
the natural science division at WIFE TEACHES
gomery; W. P. Malone, manager, Chat- have one that
State University in Nashville recently, and
matched her
tanooga; M. S. Romby, Memphis, and K. crusading career. She was woman getting the floor to Negro citizens of Baltimore with LeMoyne College in Memphis, In November, 1962, Dean
among the subjects discussed were reBranch participated in a EuroBrown, Chattanooga. On fourth row, from deeply religious and took the speak, but she was recognized the w o r d, !!Emancipition" Tennessee.
cruiting, training new agents, and trainleft, are L C. Brandon, manager, Birming- name Sojourner Truth. When and allowed to voice her com- inscribed on it. She exclaimed, He is active in community af- pean Study and Seminar Group,:
ing established agents. On front row, from
ments. She did not like the
fairs and has served as chair- sponsored by the Comparative
ham; C. W. Johnson, R. E. Houston and this writer visited his aunt in idea that
left, are Thad B. Gaillard, assistant agency
man of the Jackson Division of
because she was of "What a beautiful book!"
T. L. Scott, .Chattanooga. On fifth row, Whitewater, Wisc. he was tak- another hue she should not be Very little in the 'way of fear the Boy Scouts of America Education Society, studying
director, training; J. C. Copeland, special
systems of education in Gerenn
to
an
old
museum
which
in
manager,
Dixson,
are
L.
order
same
assistant
agency
Williams,
J.
E.
agent;
considered a woman. She lam- kept her from speaking and since 1960. He was awarded the many, England, Scotland, the
by-gone
days
had
been
an
inn.
Birmingham;
Cowan,
M.
Montgomery;
W.
manager,
director; R. B. Gilliam, staff
basted her critic with fiery touring the country. When a Silver Beaver, highest adult Netherlands, Denmark, AusHere Sojourner Truth had
R. L. Freeman, manager, Memphis, and
award in scouting.
words:
Spartanburg, and W. M. Gilliam, agency
tria, and the Soviet Union.
lectured
and
there
was
a
paintmob boasted that it would burn
J. E. Childers, Memphis.
secretary. On second row, from left, are
His wife, Mrs. Rose H.
ing of her in the lobby of this "I am woman? Look at me! the building in which she spoke ORGANIZATIONS
Dean Branch holds member- Branch, a native of Richmond,
old travelers' lodge. It is Look at my arm! I have plowed, planted, and gathered into she quickly added, "Then I ship in Beta Kappa Chi scien- Virginia, is associate professor
known as the Milton house.
Car Buying
CMATARVILF-MW-nYi7;RMCIA
barns, and no man could head will speak upon its ashes." tine society), Phi Delta Kappa, of psychology and foreign stuMilton,
a
pioneer
settler
of
ANN ARBOR, Mich — (UPI)
that area in Wisconsin, also me — and aren't I a woman? I Sojourner Truth was a 1 Comparative Education Soci- dent advisor at Tougaloo colety, Deans and Registrars As- lege. They have one son, Addi— Purchases of new cars ap- was a reformer. He built a could work as much and eat
pioneer in the field of human sociation, Mississippi Teachers
son A. Branch, Jr., a teacher
pear to be concentrated in the cabin in back of his hotel with as much as a man (when I
rights and reform. She was Association, Professional Edu- in special education with the
upper income levels. According a tunnel leading to it' so that could get it) and bear the lash
as well — and aren't I a wom- filled with the spirit of liberty cation society, Omega Psi fra- Board of Education in Neve to a University of Michigan runaway slaves could scurry
ternity, National Association for York City.
an? I have borne five children
study, half of all new cars through the funnel to the and seen them most all sold off and she drew it from the Bible
1
of
the
safety
cabin
whenever
and
our
democratic
instituWired
bought in 1963 were purchased
? 2 Bedrooms, Ceramic Tile Bath and Shower,
U.S. marshals were out look- into slavery, and when I cried tions. Her name is inscribed on
by families with income of ing for fugitive slaves.
out with a mother's grief, none
in
the honor roll of those in the
for Air -Conditioner, Concrete Drive with Same
$10.000 or over.
The guide told us that Mr. but Jesus heard — and aren't
world who helped mankind beThe report also showed that Milton had chided Sojourner I a woman?"
Back Parking Area Plenty of Closet Space and
young married couples with no Truth because she smoked a Sojourner Truth lived for come free.
children purchase new cars
t most frequently. Multiple car pipe. He said that a real rePlenty of Cabinets-Venetian Blinds
,
former was not only against
ownership is most frequent drinking, but alio
opposed to
among
families
aged
45
to
54,
272-1341f
WASHINGTON — (NPI) --(sharecropper was dramatized
smoking. He also told her that
,1643 Davis Street
among college graduates and
The groundwork being laid by by Keever Suit, who earns
who live in sub- she would never go to heaven
among
families
a White House study group for
because she smoked. She
MWVtV'gWigW,g1,ZtggVgggriATgritk urban areas.
a massive attempt to revive the "just under $16" as a day laboranswered back that she would
er. Keever, a 44-year-old formstructure family.
certainly be accepted into
The study group is made up er tobacco farm sharecropper.
heaven because she intended
:* of about 12 men, some on the who moved to Durham, N,C..
to leave her smoking here o
White House staff and others sold:
earth when she made th
working for government agen- "Where I ought to be is back"
celestial trip.
cies. The drive for Negro fam- in the country, but I can't find,
Sojourner- Truth is heavily
ily stability was spurred by the me enough crops to tend."
imprinted upon Milton House
plight of sharecroppers in the Suit's employment
dilemma
and she must have similarly
South.
has been faced by many of the
left a strong impression wherThe immediate aim of the: three million persons who have
ever she traveled.
study group is a White House left Southern farms since 19411
She was not discouraged and
conference in the fall, possible Hundreds of thou?ands of otherwhen one man told her that he
in November, that will bring Are \ expected to face it within
didn't care for her argument
• together Negro leaders and the next decade, observers inagainst slavery, she told him
government officials.
Is
dicated.
forthrightly that she would
It will be their concern to de- The White House study groupT
SEE
continue to make it all the
fine the problems of Negroes with this in mind, has beensame. The words of the old
and suggest the board outlines meeting with distinguished
man are recorded: "Old womof solutions.
psychologists and sociologists
an, do you think that your talk
The plight of the Negro to explore the size of the pro..
about slavery does any good?
blem. It also met with a num.
Why, I don't care any more of
ber of economists and experts
in other fields.
The group has not begun tet
work out firm proposals for
legislation. Its members, how'-'
ever, have been devoting a good
MEMPHIS'
deal of time, to the psychologiFINEST OUTDOOR,
(UPI) — Negroes and whites cal impact on children and the
(UPI) — Negroes and whotes lack of a strong father figure
swam together without incident in many Negro families.
at a public beach although in- The prosnect of increased
tegrationists attempted to pro- migration to cities and towns
ALL FOR ONLY
in both the South and the North.
vote bystanders by waving a is alarming civil rights leaders
"As Modern as
Confederate flag imprinted on who already consider the lack
Spacewalking"
of jobs as the chief civil rightsk
a beach towel.
The integrated swimming took problem.
111L•
$1195
place at a beach where fist Sharecropping, which h as
been widespread in the South
fights and sand-throwing erupsince the end of the Civil War,
ted last weekend when whites is being placed by a new
RAMBLER AMERICAN 2-DOOR SEDAN
anti Negroes came to the beach system that sociologists are cal•Complete with Weather•Eye Heating
•Turn Signals, Oil Filter
•Foam Cushions, Arm Rest
•Fuel Tank Filter
and a group of, whites heckled ling owner-renter.
•Bumper Guards
•Air Cleaner
Mechanical cotton pickers and
them.
,• Crankcase Vent System
•Self Adjusting Brakes
but
•H
Air Conditioning
•Left and Right Sun Visor
Deputy sheriffs, city police grain harvesters have "all
erased" the sharecropper in the
•Federal
'Tax and Delivery Charges Included
and FBI agents watched the 19 deep South. Only about 500,000
Negro and white integrationists Negroes are on farms as day,
ALL FOR ONLY
laborers.
stage their swim-in.

NEWLY DECORATED
APARTMENT FOR RENT

i

e

PRYOR'S
NEW OUTDOOR
SHOWROOM

ALL
BEAUTIFUL!
ALL NEW!

COMPLETELY
LIGHTED, NEW
CAR DISPLAY

1965 RAMBLER

2525 Sununu.
323-5556
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RAMBLER 440 4-DOOR SEDAN
•Turn Signals
•
•Oil Filter
•Fuel Tank Filter
• Air Cleaner
•Self Adjusting Brakes
•Left and Right Sun Visor

RAMBLER AMERICAN 210 4-DOOR
•Turn Signals
•Oil Filter
•Fuel Tanks Filter
•Air Cleaner
•Sol( Adiusting Brakes

•Foam Cushions, Arm Rest
•Bumper Guards
•Crankcase Vented System
•Heater
•Federal Tos and Freight
ALL

FOR ONLY

STATION WAGON
•Left and Right Sun Visor
•Crankcase Vented System
•Heater
•Federal Tax and Freight

SECURITY RAMBLER
JA 541397

695 UNION
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SELFSERVICE SALE
You Figure Your 4::hvn Deal
From Pryor's Outdoor Price
Billboards That Feature
Reduced Prices On Everything.
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$50DOWN DELIVERS A NEW RAMBLER
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Congress Seeks Ways
To Help Drug Addict

loreq
on
Lodougs
Gulf
nod
ii

Calls Political Science
A Must For Negroes

WINSTON- SALEM — Dr.
"As a Negro institution," he
By Congressman eorge Grider addict charged with a federal
Orville Alexander, chairman of said, "this school especially
Winning the war on crime in crime the choice of civil comthe Department of Government needs a political science departthis country is a slow process. mitment instead of criminal
at Southern Illinois University, ment. Negroes are expecting to
But it is a war that must be prosecution. If he chooses comis
a man with 27 years teaching solve many of their problems
won.
mitment, he will be examined
experience
who refuses to take by the political process," he
The Congress is fighting this and may then be held in cusa vacation from his profession. said, "and if anybody needs to
battle on many fronts. One of tody for treatment for up to
Alexander is teaching two know something about political
the most interesting and most three years. If the treatment is
political science courses at Win- science, it Is definitely the Neimportant weapons now is be- saisfactory, the criminal
ton-Salem State College this gro."
ing fashioned in the House Judi- charge is dropped; if not,
suminer under an exchange
ciary Committee, where we are criminal prosecution is resum"The speaker ban law in
program between the two in- North Carolina," he said, "has
considering a bill for the re- ed.
Under the pending bill, all adhabilitation of narcotic addicts.
stitutions.
at least one feature equatI am a member of the sub- dicts indicted by the Federal
..As a legislative represents ing people who plead the fifth
committee considering this legi- government are eligible if they
tive from Southern Illinois Uni- amendment with Communists."
slation. Witness after witness are considered good prospects
Alexander, who was reluctversity to the Illinois General
has told us that organized crime for treatment. There are these
Assembly until 1957, Alexander ant to trlk about the controverprofits on the spread of this important exceptions, however:
has been associating with poli- sial law which forbids Comfearful disease of mind a n d individuals charged with crimes'
munist and people who have
ticians for 25 years.
body- Attorney General Nicholas of violence; individuals charg- MANY HELPING HANDS — There
are many helping hands
partments will serve delegates attending the convention.
One thing which puzzled Ale- pleaded the Fifth Amendment
Katzenbach told us emphatical- ed with selling drugs for profit;
needed for volunteer service departments at the "word
The highlight of the assembly will be the Bible discourse.
xander was that Winston-Salem to speak at state-supported colly: "The fight on crime cannot and individuals with prior felony
"World Government on the Shouder of the Prince ol Peace," State does not have a political leges, said, "Working OB the
be separated from a fight on charges pending or with prev- of Truth" District Convention of Jehovah's Witnesses at
the Coliseum July 29—August 1. David Veiark, presiding
to be delivered by Nicholas Kos alak, Jr., at 3 p.m., Suday science department or at least presumption that North Caronarcotic addiction."
ious felony convictions.
lina is the only state in the unminister of the Klondike Unit (Second from left), directs
more courses.
BENEFIT SOCIETY
NEEDED LAW
August 1.
"If a school the size of State," ion which has such a law is
Federal agents and our local Another section of this bill
young and older volunteers to assignments. Twenty-two deAlexander said, "were in the declare it unwarranted."
law enforcement men have done provides for treatment of adAlexander said he was torstate of Illinois it certainly
good jobs in curbing illegal traf- dicts after conviction. Police
would have more courses of- prised to see the many integratfic and arresting racketeers who records are filled with cases of
fered in political science with ed communities in Winstonexploit drug-users. But we have addicts who return to their old
two or three instructors.
too long ignored the permanent habits after a stay in the peniSalem.
rehabilitation of these addicts, tentiary, so this is a needed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — lions controversiss. He is as- result if they didn't. I Pi away predominaidly Negro Mississipand this is a basic aspect of the law for those who refuse volun- A former Mississippi
politician, signed to the division's eastern with It for ycars with only a pi Freedom Democratic Party.
tary commitment.
problem.
driven from his Natchez home sectirn. His travels do not take few crackpot calls. It vies only
Berger signed the pledge.
In his message on law en- Courts would be permitted to by Ku Klux Klan harassment, him to Mississippi.
when I came back from last "If I had it to do over, I would
forcement and the administra- commit addicts to the custody believes a "new day" is dawnBerger said he had been a year's convention that I began do the same thing I did then,
tion of justice President John- of' the Attorney General for up ing in his native state
when "liberal" for years bui "nevei to get threats against my life.'' even knowing the results," he
son said:
to 10 years, with the Surgeon race will no longer be the only
crusadea on racial matters" in
Most Mississippi delegates to said. "There comes a time in
"The return of narcotic and General given broad authority political issue.
Mississippi. "But I always ad- the convention walked out rath- a man's life when he decides
marihuana users to useful, pro- to determine treatment — either
Fred Berger, a 50-year-old vised citizens to uphold the law er than sign "loyalty pledges" whether to be a real man or
ductive lives is of obvious bene- in a public institution or con- attorney with long
experience in and warned that anarchy would after a seating dispute with the not."
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (NPI) tional committee.
fit to them and to society at tracted through private physi- Mississippi politics, predicts
— Local Negro lenders are Outspoken about the lack of
large. But at the same time, it cians.
there will be "only one more
aroused over the continued emis essential to assure adequate I think each of you would racist campaign for governor
activity by Republican Nationployment of Clay Claiborne by
protection of the general pub- agree that this problem is one . . . (in 1967), then
the end of
the National Republican com- al Chairman Ray Bliss was
we must face, but this bill rep- the day when race is the only
lic."
Negro leader George Fowler,
mittee.
H. 11. 9167, the bill we are resents a departure from the political issue there . . . The
Resentment stemmed frem chairman, New York State
considering, is designed to way we have previously provid- situation is not hopeless at all."
satisfy both these goals — re- ed treatment for addicts. More
Claiborne's alleged responsibi- Commission of Human RelaBerger told United Press Inhabilitate the addict and protect hearings will be held. I would ternational in an interview, that
lity for the printing of the cam- tions. Fowler also Is an officerpublic.
be interested in hearing t he tis exile [run Mississippi began
paign leaflet about Dr. Martin of the National Negro RepubliDROP CHARGES
views of the people in Shelby last summer, shortly after he RICHMOND, Va. — (NPI) left field," and 1.ightsey who ter, which also supported Mrs.
—Three Negroes making a bid was "putting on an independ- Marshall. The 33-year-old at- Luther King in the last presi- can Assembly formed last sumBasically here is what the County on this important legi- returned from the
Democratic for nomination in a Democratic ent campaign, "not associated
torney, is a lecturer at George dential election.
bill would do. It would offer the slation.
mer.
National Convention at A.lantic primary
the
Virginia with any other candidate, stem- Washington University: Lightfor
Party leaders claimed the The group is composed of
City, N.J.
House of delegates last week med from what Dckson term- sey, 54, is
administrator, printing of the leaflets, which
He was one of only three Mis- lost out, one narrowly. How- ed
Negro Republicans who walkwas his image of a super- Northern
Virginia
Regional urged
sissippi delegates to the con- ever, another,
a Is-rite-1n of Dr. King's ed out of the San Francisco conClarence L. liberal."
Park
authority; and Mrs. Marvention who refused to walk out
Townes, Jr., insurance execu- Dickson had the hacking of shall, 44, founder, Virginia name for president, was not vention when Barry Goldwater
and stayed there through the
tive, will run in the fall gen- the Northern Virginia CORE Committee to Preserve the authorized.
was nominated.
sessions.
But when he returned home, eral election. He is a Republi- and the Arlington NAACP chap- Public schools.
Observers saw it as an at- Scoring Bliss' replacement of
can.
HOUSTON — (UPI) — Rice tute) and it was tuition-free.,
he said, "I began to get threats
tempt by Republicans to reduce Dean Burch as national chairUniversity, whose trustees Rice has one Negro gradu- against my life. Friends told me Losing by a narrow margin
the effect of the huge shift of man three months ago, Fowler
was
Dr. William Ferguson
went to court and asked for ate student. He is Raymond that there were people planning
Negroes
to the Democratic said "so far we have seen nodesegregation, accepted two Lewis Johnson, 21, who is work- to kill me. I received threaten- Reid Jr. who ran ninth in the
thing."
party in 1964.
ing on his doctorate in mathe- ing letters and telephone calls. eight-seat race. The physician
Negro undergraduates.
Bliss, however, refused to
The Negroes are Jacqueline matics. Johnson enrolled last I was fearful and hired guards missed the nomination in Rich- CAMBRIDGE, Md. (NPI) — lion. Less than 25 per cent of Although indicted by a New
for my honie.
mond and neighboring county Three women and four men the 85,0000 eligible Negroes in Jersey grand jury in connection comment on the Claiborne case,
McCauley, 17, a graduate of September.
hatred
existed
"A
which al- of Henrico by 59 votes, in un- members of the local Non-vio- fourth Congressional district are
Kashmere Garden High School Miss McCauley. daughter of
with the leaflets, Claiborne con- saying "the man is set to have
registered.
in Houston, and Charles Ed- Mr. and Mrs. Willie McCauley most amounted to insanity. official count.
lent Action committee and the
tinues in' the employ of the na- his day in court."
•• •
These
people
were
convinced
The other losing candidates
ward Freeman, III, a gradu- will attend Rice on a four-year
Student Non-violent Coordinat- (NM) — The second birthday
ate of Lincoln High School in scholarship. She plans to do that John Kennedy and Lyndon were Atty. Colston A. Lewis,
ing committee (SNCC) request- of the peaceful integration of
Johnson
were
Communists.
They
Port Arthur.
chemical research, specializing
Richmond, who ran 12th and
A AsAAA AAA\ AAAAAAAA
ed jury hearings last week on a neighborhood was celebrated
'
A spokesman for Rice said either in biochemistry or in really believed it. There was a Charles P. Royall.
frenzy, Violence was going on.
charges of trespassing and dis- last week, when the Auburn 4
REPOSSESS
the students were selected from X-ray crystallography.
The mayor's home was bombed Only in Richmond and Henrico county, where a Negro orderly conduct in their Inte- Park Citizens committee played
hundreds of applicants on the Freeman, son of Mr. and and I'm convinced that
mine
TAKE
UP
NOTES TODAY
basis of high school scores and Mrs. Charles E. Freeeman, Jr., would
hava been- bombed If it stood a strong chance of win- gration attempt at the Rescue host to several hundred per-1
sollege board examination will major in biochemistry and weren't for the
ning
a
House
of
Delegates
BAL.
NOTES
Fire Company Area swimming sons at a series of special' <
guards.
pre-med and wants to study
scores.
"I thought about leaving for nomination, did the turnout in- pool. The septet are being held street events.
6
4
CHEV.,
2
Dr
..
16
95
59.12
"Student selection at Rice is medicine at Baylor Medical a long time, and finally
dicate
a
deep
interest
in
the
decided
under $200 bond pending trial The event served as a re63 CHEV., Cons,
1 595 .
54.13
highly competitive," the spokes- College after he completes his to do it," he said. "Primarily, outcome.
62 CHEV., Cony
1 450 .... • • 57.00
man said. "We have more ap- work at Rice. He has accept- I left because of my family."
Prior - election dissension in October, The Justice depart- minder of the alleviation of ra58 CHEV., 2 Dr. H.T
. 595
28.64
plicants than we can admit." ed a $1,200 a year William Bcrger sold his home and left reigned when two of the three ment has declared the pool a cial troubles in the Southside
57 CHEV., 2 Or,, H.T
450
University's
26.10
trustees Marsh Rice scholarship, re- the state last spring. Last white liberal Democrats for private club under the Civil community, which two years
The
61 PONT.,4 Dr., H.T
went to district court and ask- newable for five years.
1195
36
2
...3
45
7.5
March, he quietly went to work four House of Delegates seats, Rights Act.
ago was plagued with a number
62 DODGE, 2 Dr.
795
31.57
ed for desegregation because Rice University had been all- here for the Justice Depart- aligned themselves against the
•••
of incidents against the influx
6 1 FORD Convt.
other.
820
they could not, under the terms white and tuition free from its ment's criminal division.
64 MONZA Coop•
of an indenture written in 1891 founding in 1892 until last year
1495
Later he was transferred to Outspoken in their assertions PETERSBURG, Va., (NPI) of Negro residents.
62 CHEVY II
by William Marsh Rice, ac- when Dist. Judge William Hol- the Department's Civil Rights that they neither wanted any — Twenty-eight northern and
795
• •0I
land ruled in favor of the Rice division where his immediate link with the third, Wallace G. western college students, briefcept Negroes.
ALEXANDRIA, VA., (NPI)
Owe to much on your present car? We will34odd
.95d8 1
Rice originally endowed the trustees who had filed the pro- superior is Maceo Hubbard, a Dickson, 33, were Mrs. Mary
balance to one of these fine cars - Financing No'
Negro. His salary is $15,150 a Marshall and William M. Light. ed for their mission of quiet The owners of the Fairfax reuniversity (formerly Rice Insti- integration suit.
creational
revolution
complex at Lake
in the southern poryear, considerably less than his sey.
Problem . Service Men Welcome. - SEE
earnings back home.
Dickson, the youngest of tion of the state, have moved Fairfax agreed last week to
He receives civil rights com- eight persons in the primary into the homes of Negroes in abide by a federal court order
JOHN HUSTON
plaints, directs investigations polled 4.320 vtit6 to
Lightsey's five counties and the city of banning segregation at the
or
tries some cases, assists fed 3,997 and
Mrs. Marshall's Hopewell.
park. A Negro couple, Mr. and
era; district attorneys and helps 3,988.
DAVID WELCH
The students, 25 of them Mrs. James S. Mott, had filed
negotiate public accommodaRichmond was the center of
white,
have as their goal the suit last month against the reattention because Dr. Reid
was believed to have had a registration of sufficient Negro creational facilities for refusing
740 Union
527.2664
NEWARK, N. J., (UPI) — killed a Negro, Lester Long,
good chance to win the nomi- voters to make a difference in to admit them because of their
James Farmer, national director June 12. Long allegedly pulled
vvvy
,
yvvvyvvi
vivv,v
He had the solid sup- this conservative citadel of the race. The suit was filed under
Ail the Congress of Racial Equal- a knife after police stopped him BATON ROUGE, La. — Sum- nation.
port
of
Richmond's
Nelarge
Oiganizathe
Byrd
Civil
Harry
Rights
F.)
Act.
(Sen.
of
1964.
Wity (CORE), faced charges of for a traffic offense.
mer enrollment at Southern gro community and by many
slandering a Newark patrolman Martinez was suspended when University in Baton Rouge,
La.
who shot and killed a Negro Negroes threatened to demon- shows an increase of nearly 10 conservative white leaders.
SORRY
World's Mos+ Modern
youth.
strate. But he was reinstated per cent over last year's en- If he had been successful in
11/410 MINORS
his
first
political
Essex
-campaign,
County deputy after policemen and tleir wives rollment, according to the regAn
GREYHOUND COURSS
the 40-year-old physician would
sheriff served Farmer with a and children picketed city hall ister.
summons, minutes before the for five days to protest the sus- J. J. Iledgemon stated, that have been the first of his race
civil rights leader led a mass pension.
this year's enrollment is 4,331 to win nomination for the legisrally in Newark calling for a Attorney Edward WAllesandro while last year's was 3,942. He lature on the Democratic ticcivilian police review board.
via) represents the Patrolmen's said that freshman enrollment ket in Virginia. A Negro has
The summons ordered Farmer Benevolent Association (PBA) for the summer jumped from not served in the Virginia Gento appear in Essex County Court and Martinez, were not avail- 1,176 to 1,356 this year with eral Assembly since 1892.
The controversial hassle over
withir. 20 days to answer a civil able for comment on the amount the sophomore class showing
suit charging him with slander- of damages sought by the pat- an increase to 775 this year Dickson whom candidates Marfrom 520 last year.
shall saw as "too far ant In
ing, libelling and interfering with rolman.
patrolman Henry Martinez' right A grand jury cleared Martinez
JUNE 22
to work.
of any guilt in the shooting June
C. J. UPTON
The summons also cited 10 30.
THRU
PRESIDENT
other persons and groups, in- Farmer, with a police body
OCT. 16
cluding National CORE, New- guard dcgging his steps, led the
BERNARD
RITEY
CORE
and
Fred
ark-Essex
CORE demonstration despite an
GEN. MANAGER
Means, chairman of Newark alleged threat on his life. CORE
ADMISSION
Essex CORE.
officials said a man who claimCORE's demands for civilian ed to be a member of "the
Wreview board were sour red Klan," phoned and said, "this
*1)54 Double Island 2nd Races
strongly when Martinez shot and will be Farmer's last trip."
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Predicts 'New Day' Dawning In Miss.

Claiborne Job Status
Upsets GOP Leaders

3 Lose Bid For Va. House,
1 To Vie In General Election
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Accepted At Rice U.
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Civil Rights This Week

a

CORE Director Faces
N.J. Slander Charge

4

CHIP BARWICK

Southern U.
Enrollment Up

CALLING

•

ALL

NEWSBOYS

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 6821653 - Mr. Pfund

HAMMOND,ORGAN STUDIOS
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

4

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
,_

Call or Come in Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

2540

* Quinelas Every Race

* Only 10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
* Matinee Every Saturday 1:30 P.M.

Pc)"8.00
•
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Appoints 1st Negro
District Fire Chief

I e

KANSAS CITY, Kan. —(NPI).school and attended the old
'..-Jesse F. Hope, Jr., a mem. Sumner Junior college.
ber of the city's fire depart- He volunteered for service in
assent for the past 13 years, be- the U.S. Navy in 1942, and was
sent t" Manaoton Institute to
came the first Negro to be ap.
may diesel mechanics. From
chief
refire
district
pointed a
Hampton he served in the Asicently when the City Commis- atic-Pacific area during World
sioners approved his appoint- War II. He was stationed part
of the time with a ship salvage
ment.
group— home based at Dutch
Hope, 44, a fire captain at Harbor, Alaska. He also served
No. 10 station, was nominated in the Aleutian Islands.
for the post by Mayor Joseph
H. McDowell, who said Hope QUINCY, Ill. — (UPI) —
bad scored the highest mark
Kathy Whitiv:,rth, fourthin a civil service examination.
'The new district fire chief will place finisher in the Lady
have charge of four districts. Carling Open last weekend,
He joined the local fire de- maintained her position as the
partment in May, 1952, and leading money winner among
was promoted to the rank of women golfers this year with
a total of $11,675.
captain early in 1956.
A native of Kansas City, Kan., Carol Mann, who won the
Wyandotte Lady Carling, moved into
attended
Hope
public schools, was eighth place in the standings
county
graduated from Sumner High with $5,832.50.
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MEMPHIS
TENN.

BACK ON THE MAP—James Taylor, a
Memphian now serving with the State Department in Germany, helped put his
home town on the map at the office of the
U. S. Travel Service in Frankfurt recently.
The ceremony was held after Congressman George Grider protested the omission

of Memphis from the big maps all over
the world. Mr. Taylor, who attended LeMoyne college, and whose parents live at
1050 Beach st., points out Memphis to Mrs.
Regine Simon, an employe of Travel Service. Similar services were held in other
USTS overseas offices.

350 Eye Standards In
Bid For Negro Market

HOME SERVICE

NEW YORK — Thre e- sets and insurance in force .
hundred-fifty delegates to the NIA research also showed
Associa- that prospective Negro buyers
National Insuranee
tion's 45th Annual Convention at are called on more frequently
the Roosevelt Hotel here closely by white agents than by Negro
examinated performance stand- agents, Johnson said.
ards and practices in anticipa- Despite this aspect of comtion of heightened competition
petition, Negro companies in
for the Negro market.
the association rogistered an inFACTORY
Johnson,
New
Benjamin J.
AUTHORIZED Orleans, president of the 45- crease in assests from $360 million in 1963 to $374 million in
SERVICE
company association said a re- 1964, Johnson said. Insurance in
'cent five-year comparison of force increased from $1.9 bilgroups of white and Negro com- lion to $2 billion in the same
I
panies showed white firms re- period.
gistering greater gains in as-

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
fN,
.
: UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965
-

The 122Thrift
Shop
Jefferson

'

Hrs. 9:30 - 5:30

$100
"

BARGAINS
Name Brand New and Used
• Shoes & Clothing
For The Entire Family

111110 TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
.
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL 7 Open Nifes 'Tit 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-1171f2 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-46 1 1

Oversized Dresses
Mode To Order
— Reasonable —

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
Ô CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
MORE

-WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOu
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"

USED. CAR-SPECIALS
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
BELOW LISTED CARS MAY BE _PURCHASED
WITH NO MONEY DOWN - ON APPROVED CREDIT
4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Transmission,
48,000 Miles, One Owner, Only

1961 Chevrolet Station Wagon -

6 Cylinder Straight Drive, Radio, Heater,
W.W. Tires, Top Buy

1961 Falcon Station Wagon

Automatic Tronsrn., Radio, Heater, W.W.
' Tires, Sound oso Dollar - Price is to

2 Door, Standard Tronsm. Double Barrel Sharp,
Still in Worronty, Like Ncw

1963 Chevrolet Impala
1963 Pontia C
1956

Super Sports, Full Power, Foctory Air,
Low Mileage, Low, Low Price

4 Door, V-8, A u"mic Tr
"
s issi°"'
'
Full Power & Beautiful, Only

Chevrolet 4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Rodio & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

1959 Chevrolet Impala
1958 Chevrolet Impala
1960 Dodge Pioneer

2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Standard Transmission,
New Tires, Perfect, Only

2 Door Hardtop, Automatic, Rodio, Heater, W.W. Tires,
Low, Low Miles, Low Price, Only

9 Pass. Wagon, V-8, Automatic, Fully Equipped,
This Car is Perfect Only

$495
$595—
•$-595
$1995
$1895
$1595
$395
$895

$595
$695

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO SERVEy0
I
•
CALL OR .COME BY TODAY
AAAAAAAA/A/AvA/AvA ''.\AAAAA,AAAA, ,A,A,AAA,AAAA,AAAAAAAAA

a

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

Convention activities got unYOUR NAME
Mother's name
derway Monday afternoon with
an address to agency offices s by
Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Israel Unterman, of the InsurPhone number
ance College of New York, in
which he continued the corn.
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
parison between Negro managed companies and white managed companies of similar size.
Sessions will continue through
Thursday.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits will address the convention banquet
Wednesday evening in the Grand
Ballroom of the Roosevelt Hotel.
A special tribute will be paid to
BARGAINS
PRINTERS WANTED
St. Joseph Church, 135 St. Paul —
members of the association who Silverware
For growing family: 1593 Wa.10. Dishes, Beds. Curtains.
(Male and Female)
$25. Tables $4, Chairs
have spent 50 years in the life Good Gael Stove
verly. 8 rooms, forced-air heat,
.75, Good Heaters. All Cheap. Must Linotype
operators,
proof- garage. An ideal home. GI
insurance industry, during the go Thursday 9:00 to 5:00.
readers and floormen. Only ex- notes $68. Call B11 Lawler, 275-banquet.
perienced personnel should ap- 5034. Keller Hayes Realty Co.,
Earlier Wednesday, nova- Apts.
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o 812 S. Highland. 452-3119.
Chicago
Defender, 2400 S
rate Perrotta, first deputy comFOR RENT
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
Ave., Chicago G0616,
Apartment.
Michigan
Decorated
Newly
missioner of insurance for New
1086 South Bellevue
DARLING HOUSE
Illinois.
York, and Robert Freeman, de- Across from
future branch of Union
• 3 BEDROOMS •
puty director of the Peace Planter Bank. Separate entrance,
No
beat.
furious
carport,
floor
double
• DEN •
Corps, will speak.
children.
$50 ',loath
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
Blake T. Newton, president of
Call 178-1118
car port. $450 down; includes
the Institute of Life Insurance,
closing cost. Approximation,
will address the final session,
SALE
HOME FOR
$72 month note.
Thursday.
• Shown By Appointment•
LONGVIEW HEIGIITS
call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large
308-6618. Mrs Lealo Hendon)
gar., tile bath, sep. living and Salesmen
an
saleswomm (broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
dining rms., wall to wall crpt., wanted to sell retail advertisfloor furnace heat. $9,850 with ing in the Memphis market.
FHA low down payment. Seen We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
by appointment only. 946-5361. per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
FOR SALE
Street
1965 Model Singer - Zig-Zag 236 South Wellington
Memphis, Tens.
edge
overcast, appliques,
TERMITES-ROACHES
stitches, monograms, makes
WATER BUGS-RATS
PART TIME MAID
button holes, sews on buttons.
Call After 5:30 P.M.
Licensed and Bonded
Assume balance of $70.00 or pay
JIM, 275-9676
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
7 Payments of $10.00
EMBARRASSED
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
To see in your home call •OR TYPING. WRITE TO BOX 1941,
WINSrON SALEM. N.C. ENCLoSE
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
323-2251
STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENMr. C. HUGHES vELOPE OR 10c COIN FOR REPLY
CALL

±11114011/11+114.01.4100101++1.14tttfOffi4l4$4+141•
t CHIP BARWICK'CHEVROLET

1965 Chevrolet

NOTICE

•

lassified Ads. .
Help Wanted

For Sale Misc.

Floor Models Reduced

1954 Chevrolet

told
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Four Hawaiians, back from an experiences during an inter- mendously in the last five
promote
Dixie
to
Aloha Tour of
view at the office of Sen. Daniel years," he said. "In some areas W
racial understanding, say they
the South has moved well
K. Inouye, D-Hawaii,
found Southerners both hospithe North in Racial
table and hostile, but also con- Miss Gressitt's worst moment ahead of
cerned about their public image. came at Richmond, Va., where understanding."
"What do people think of us she handed out "aloha cards" Miss ,Howard said the group
here in the South?" the group that read "Racial Integration was astonished at the frequent
repeatedly
said it was asked
Experi- display of Confederate flags
during its swing through Dixie. Works. We Know From
And their hosts likewise were
The Hawaiians—two univer- ence."
sity students, a Negro socio. One high school student, she surprised at their reaction.
gist and an Oriental stenogra- said, took a card and—without One asked Miss Howard why
pher—also reported that they looking at it—tore it up and she was surprised. "1 told him
were greeted with a curious threw the pieces at her feet.
that to persons outside the
mixture of chilling glares and Miss Howard told of being fol- South it signifies disunity. As
lowed down the streets of citizens of Hawaii and more imheartwarming hospitality.
Members of the quartet were: Montgomery, Ala., by several portantly of the United States, it
Freshman Sue Howard and carloads of staring men and of breaks our hearts to see a symsophomore Becky Gressitt, both being hooted and jeered in the bol of division."
of the University of Hawaii, same city by a crowd of youngs- "Except for transportation,
we hardly spent a cent," said
Charles M. Campbell, a socio- ters.
logist native of Durham, N.C., Yet later that day they re- Miss Gressitt. "Everywhere we
who now teaches at a Honolulu ceived an ovation from guests went people would invite us to gik
high school, and Miss Fugie at what Campbell believes was dinner or to stay at their homes. NIP
Matsunami, stenographer for the first interracial lunch ever The hospitality was overwhelming."
held in the Alabama capital.
the U.S. Army.

Houses For Sale
Cl DREAM

For Rent

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Special Services

BEST
CARS
IN
SOH
NUTHTE

All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE 011.Chanqite

'60 Chev.$1095

A. 4.dr. Fart. air, full
pco•er, Ion Endo.... 14.
new.

Pont:$1995
'63
e'rilleConwt.
Fart. •ilr and
full no.r. Leaded with I.t., Real th•rn,

'60 Chev. $1195
Imp. 7.dr, HI. Solid red.
V.1), I G. Nsre is the newett
;n town

'61 Cad. $1995
Cot. Solid bl•cli, fart. air,
tall ovew. Real Owe,

'64 Buick $2895
W/C.1 7 dr. H T. Fact air
full eowtr. rnoq.
a
Let.
, Owls

'63 Buick $2295
Ider, Hardtop
••••f.^9. canal brain s •nd
Sh•rn!

'64 Buick $2991
led , fart. 11;1
W/C
and Ittll rower. EvIr• 1S•ro,

'59 Chef. $995
impala Can't. told rod
11. oafs. Double barrelled
Owe.

'64 Buick $2795
l•S•15,4, edr. ond 2.dr.
HI. F•cf, air, full pew.,.
•ehas.
Rath loaded

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO:

WE

INVITE

HOMES
VIEW

BLUFF

CET9
BUICK
Bardany

IN

TO

LONG-

HEIGHTS

SCHOOLS &

NEAR

BUS LINES.

CUSTOM BUILT BRICK HOME!
/
2 BATHS. LARGE
3 BEDROOMS. 11
LIVINGROOM, DININGROOM, EATIN KITCHEN. WALK-IN CLOSETS,
CENTRAL HEATING. ALL NATURAL
WOODWORK
CABINETS,
WOOD
AND TRIM. 2 AIR-CONDITIONERS
GO WITH HOME. CYCLONE FENCED.

Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68-421 Commercial, Cathedral City Calif.
HOUSE FOR SALE
Lakeview Gardens
Beautiful three bedroom brick, 110100
and dining room combination. floeplace, one and a half bath, eat In
kitchen, all electric. Large closet.,
double carport. FHA appraisal, GI or
FHA loan. Call Mr. George C. William. — 398-1173 or 327-2088 —
fientral air-conditioned and heating.
Southland Realty CO.

2093 LARAMIE FIELDSTONE
3 BEDROOMS. 18 FT. KITCHEN.
CARPETED LIVINGROOM & DININGROOM. FENCED SHADED BACK
YARD WITH CONCRETE PATIO.
I
2027 LARANIIE FIF.I.DSTONE
TRY TO MATCH THIS! 161
/
2 rr
DINING
LIVINGROOM
& LARGE
CARPETED, EAT-IN
KIT.
ROOM
CABINET
WITH
CERAMIC TILE
TOP & VENTAHOOD. 2 BEDROOMS
CER. TILE BATH. PLUS 20 x 30
FT. GARAGE WITH 9 x 20 WORKSHOP. LOVELY LAUNDRY EM &
OWNER WILL SACRIFICE
BATH
EQUITY. DON'T MISS!
1890 S. ORLEANS-CORNER ALMA
LOVELY CORNER NEAR GRADE.
JUNIOR & HIGH SCHOOLS. BRICK
HOME WITH LIVINGROOM. EAT-IN
KITCHEN. 3 BEDROOMS & PARTLY
PANELED ROOM SUITABLE FOR
DEN. DININGROOM OR 4TH REP
ROOM. CENTRAL HEAT, CAR PORT
Member

Amer.

Real

Estate

Aeon.

Buy U.S.
BONDS

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6033 '
BARBER IMPORTED WIGS
100 per cent human hair. Machine made, $40. Hand made,
$90. Delivery in three weeks.,.
Hudson Balbee Import-Export."
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
BARBEE LAKE — Fish all day
$.30; horseback riding 542 hr. $1;
horsebzek riding in the ring for
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
1.-:es $.25; picnic grounds with
record
music for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a OF) of recreation. 5108 Horn
Lake Rd., 398-1068 IIudson dr
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
IIistories, English, and Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

THESE HOMES SHOWN
BY APPOINTMENT
CALL

386-3738

F. L. SNELLINGS
LUCILLE SERE REALTY
COMPANY 1247 N. EVERGREEN

274-5809.

MEMBER

Op.. NI41 'fit I p.m.
71, UNION SMUT(

YOU

VISIT THESE LOVELY

AMER. REAL

ESTATE

ASS'N.

HOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dining room combination.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
GI, PLUS CLOSING
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
4 BR. — 2 B. HOME OR DUplex, 3 and 1. Beautiful condition inside. At GI, notes are
$78.02. Will trade for smaller'
home in same neighborhood.
S.E. Memphis. Call Elizabeth i
Northcutt, 276-3874, Ke11
ter
Hayes Realty Co., 812
South Highland, 452-3119.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

ATHAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE

N

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 it 171I REAL STREET JA 6-5300

1

